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In this paper we extend the notion of Hellinger processes, which was known for pairs of probability 
measures defined on a filtered space, to general filtered statistical experiments. In a sense, this 
notion generalizes the Mellin transforms of a (nonfiltered) statistical experiment. Then we charac- 
terize several properties of statistical experiments in terms of their Hellinger processes, namely 
the continuity of the likelihood processes, or the property that the likelihood processes are 
exponentials of processes with independent increments, or the Gaussian property of likelihoods. 
We also devote a lot of space to proving that, under mild additional assumptions, a statistical 
model is “generated” by a process with independent increments if and only if it has deterministic 
Hellinger processes. 
Hellinger process * filtered space * filtered statistical experiment * likelihood process 
1. Introduction 
Hellinger integrals play a role for studying parametric statistical models, both in 
deriving weak convergence for a sequence of models, and, more essentially perhaps, 
in deriving a characterization of the conical measure associated with the model, see 
[7, 131. 
Here we are concerned with a “filtered” statistical model, that is a model 
(0, .F, (P,,),,< (+-,) endowed with a (right-continuous) filtration (S,), .,, of sub-v-fields 
of %. When the model is binary, i.e. when 0 has two points, Liptser and Shiryaev 
[9] have replaced the Hellinger integrals by a family of predictable increasing 
processes, termed “Hellinger processes” (see also Liese [8], who instead has con- 
sidered a family of Hellinger integrals indexed by the time). 
Here we define the Hellinger processes for a model indexed by an arbitrary set 
0, and we compute them in terms of the density (or likelihood) processes, in Sections 
2 and 3. We also study in some detail the case where the density processes are 
continuous in time (Section 4), since then the knowledge of the Hellinger processes 
for all pairs of measures (P,,, Pi) is enough to determine all the Hellinger processes 
of the model. 
The rest of the paper is devoted to studying the models which admit deterministic 
Hellinger processes, called H-deterministic models. This is motivated by the fact 
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that the “Gaussian models” (for which the likelihood processes are continuous 
Gaussian martingales) are of this description. We give a complete description of 
all families of functions which are the Hellinger processes of a Gaussian model in 
Section 6, which is perhaps the most useful part of this paper for applications. 
In Section 5 we provide some general facts about H-deterministic models, and 
also prove that a model generated by a process with independent increments (in 
short: PII) is H-deterministic (“generated by a PII” essentially means that there is 
a basic process X which generates the filtration (F,), and which is a PI1 under each 
measure P,,). In the binary case, it is known that such a model has deterministic 
Hellinger processes [ 121, and we prove that the converse is true as well, see Section 
8. In Section 8 we also give a complete description of the families of functions 
which are the Hellinger processes of a model generated by a PII. Note that these 
models also bear a relationship with the models “with independent increments” of 
Strasser in [6]. 
In general a model can be H-deterministic without being generated by a PII. This 
was indeed a surprise for us. In Section 7 we give a “necessary” form for deterministic 
Hellinger processes, without being able to prove that it is “sufficient”. 
Finally, let us mention that two questions have not been touched at all therein: 
First, when the model is generated by a basic semimartingale, how to compute the 
Hellinger processes in terms of the characteristics of this semimartingale (as it was 
done in [IO] or [S] for binary models). Secondly, and more importantly, is how to 
use Hellinger processes for deriving weak convergence of a sequence of filtered 
models, as was done by Greenwood and Shiryaev [2] (in the binary case) and 
Vostrikova [14] (in the general case) when the limit is a Gaussian model and also 
by Memin [I l] in the binary case when the limit is generated by a PII. We will 
study this convergence elsewhere [4]. 
Some notation. The basic setting is the filtered statistical model (0, 9, (S,), _(), 
(P,,),,, (.,), where 0 is arbitrary. 
We denote by 9 the collection of all finite subsets I of 0 having cardinality 111~ 2. 
For every I E .9 we call A, the set of all probability measures Q on (0, 9) such 
that PH << ‘“‘Q for all 0 E I (PC< ‘“‘Q stands for: PC< Q on (0, 9,) for all t~lF!+). In 
this situation, we set: 
If 0~ I, zH is a RCLL (right continuous with left-hand limits) 
nonnegative Q-martingale, which is a version of the density 
process of P,, w.r.t. Q: Hence z’f= dP,,/dQ],,, (resp. z’: = 
dP,,/dQ],,, ) for all finite stopping times (resp. predictable times). (1.1) 
Rt=inf(t: zr< I/n), R’=lim t RE, 
r"=~O~u{z">O}=U[O,R~]. (1.2) 
ForJc I, R(J) = /‘j R”, l’(J) = n f-,“. (1.3) 
O,~.l Oil 
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For I E 9, we also set 
A!,= (Y=(a”),,,(.,:cu”= 1 OforB~I,O~a.H<lforUEI, 1 a’=1 , HG I I 
,PI\ = {a E .&, : aH > 0 for all 0 E I}. 
(1.4) 
Finally, we set 
d= u 54, (=;,4), I,,={~:cY’>O} ifaE.& (1.5) 
,k .V 
We will also need a number of results and concepts coming from the “general 
theory of processes”, for which we refer to [ 1,3,5]. Let us just recall some notation 
here, supposing that P is some probability measure on (0, 5, (5,)). 
First, B denotes the predictable m-field on R x Iw,. If X is a semimartingale and 
H is a predictable process, H. X denotes the stochastic integral process j;, H, dX,, 
and X” is the “continuous martingale part” of X (we write X’,’ if we wish to 
emphasize that it depends on P). If Y is another semimartingale, the quadratic 
co-variation is [X, Y]. 
If n = n(w; dt x dx) is a random measure on Iw, x E (with (E, W) an auxiliary 
measurable space) and if W is a .“p x %-measurable function on R x R, x E, then 
W * 77 denotes the (ordinary or stochastic) integral process, namely 
&,s,: W(., s, x)77(.; dsxdx). 
If X is a RCLL [W”-valued process, its jump process is AX, = X, -X, (and AX,, = 0 
by convention). We associate the “jump measure”, which is the random measure 
on [w , x R“ given by (F,, is the Dirac measure at point a): 
@‘(w;dtxdx)= 1 e,,,,,\,,,,(dt x dx). (1.6) 
~.JX,~W~,O 
Finally, a d-dimensional semimartingale X has three characteristics (B, C, v): v 
is the compensator of px; C = (Cl’),. ,.,~ Cl is C” = [Xl.‘, X““]; B = (B’),. ‘, is the 
unique predictable process with finite variation and B,,=O and X - 
1,. . {AX, - k(AX, )} - B is a local martingale, where k is a given truncation function 
(i.e. a bounded function k: Rd + R” with k(x) =x in a neighbourhood of 0 and 
compact support). 
2. Construction and some properties of Hellinger processes 
In this section we want to define the family of Hellinger processes of our statistical 
model. This was done for binary models (i.e. when 0 contains two points) in [9], 
and the extension to the general case is quite straightforward. We will indeed closely 
follow the exposition of [5], thus omitting several proofs. 
We consider I E 9, Q E -IX,, and we use zH, R’, TO,. . . , as defined in (l.l)-(1.3) 
(all these depend on the choice of Q). Then, with the standing convention that 0” = 1, 
we associate to every cy E -ti, the process Y(a) = Y(cu, 1, Q) defined by 
Y(cy)= fl (z”)““. (2.1) 
+ I 
2.2. Lemma. Y(a) is a Q-supermartingale, which is locally qf class (D). 
Proof. Let sit. Then zp =O=+z:(=O, and thus Y(a),=O+Y(cu),=O. Then with 
O/O = 0 and since C IY’ = 1, Holder’s inequality yields 
E,[Y(a),/Y(a),I~,]=Eo 
[ 
n (z:‘/zl’)“l’I9, 
HiI I I 
(use Eo(z~/z~]9~)Gl). Thus E,[Y(cu),]9,]~ Y(a),. Finally 0~ Y(a)sC aHzH, 
hence the last claim. 0 
2.3. Proposition. There exists a predictable increasing RCLL process h(a), with values 
in Iw+, and h(cu),,=O, and 
M(a)= Y(a)+ Y(a)_. h(a) isaQ-martingale. (2.4) 
Moreover, h(a) is Q-as. unique on Z‘(I,,). 
Proof. Although the proof is the same as in [5, IV, 1.181, we will give a sketch of 
it here, since this is central for the definition of the Hellinger processes. By Lemma 
(2.2) we have a unique Doob-Meyer decomposition Y(a) = M(N) - A, where M(a) 
is a Q-martingale and A is increasing predictable RCLL, with A,, = 0 and &(A,) <Q? 
for all t. Moreover { Y(a)_ > 0} = r( I,,), and Y(~)=Oorr[R(Z,,),a3[. Thus Y(a)= 
1 I‘( I,, 1 . Y( cu), which yields A = 1 ,.(,,,) .A, and h(a)=((l/Y(a)_)l,.,,c,,).A meets 
all the requirements. 0 
2.5. Proposition. (a) [f Q’ is anotherprobability measure in .H,, to which one associates 
h’(a), then h’(o) = h(a) Q-as. on T(I,,). 
(b) Up to a Q-null set, Ah(a)< 1 on 1’(1,,) and Ah(a)< 1 on 10, R(I,,)[. 
(c) [f T is a predictable time satisfiling TN > R( I,,), we have Ah(a)T = 1 Q-U.S. on 
the set U,, (0~ T = R,( I,,) <CO}. 
Proof. For (b) and (c) it is enough to reproduce the proof of [5, IV, 1.301. To prove 
(a), we consider another probability measure Q such that Q<< ‘“‘0 and Q’<< ‘O’Q. 
We associate with Q the process h(cu) by Proposition 2.3, and zH by (l.l), and 
r = r(Z,,) by (1.3). Set also I’= r( I,,), and let Z be the density process of Q w.r.t. 
Q. We recall that zH = zHZ Q-a.s., hence r=l‘n{Z_>O} Q-a.s. 
The same proof as in [5, IV, 1.221 shows that the two predictable processes 
I,.. h(cu) and 1, . h(a) are Q-indistinguishable, and thus are Q-indistinguishable 
on the predictable set {Z_ >O}. Since r = Tn{Z_> 0}, we deduce h(a) = h(a) 
Q-a.s. on I?, and similarly h’(a) = i(a) Q- . . as on i? Hence h(cw) = h’(a) Q-a.s. on 
l? But by a well known property of Z, inf, Z, > 0 Q-a.s., hence r= r up to a 
Q-evanescent set: Thus h(a) = ~‘(LY) Q-as. on 1: 0 
These results allow to set: 
2.6. Definition. We call Hellinger process of order a E .cP (for the statistical model 
% = (0, 9, (s,), ( PH),,E +,)), and we denote by h(a), any process satisfying: 
(i) it takes its values in fi+, and is increasing, RCLL, with h( a)() = 0 and dh( a) s 1 
identically; 
(ii) it is predictable; 
(iii) it meets (2.4) for some Q E A,,“. 
If we compare to the notion of Hellinger processes introduced in [5], we readily 
obtain: 
If 0 # 6, p E (0, l), and LY,,~(@) E .&! is defined by noi-( = p, 
cu,,,(p)< = 1 -p, a,,<(P)” = 0 for n f 0, 5, then h(~y,,<(p)) is a ver- 
sion of h(P; P,,, Pi), as defined in [5, IV, 1.241. (2.7) 
2.8. Remark. The notion of Hellinger processes used here is slightly more restricted 
than in [5], in the sense that we assume h(a) predictable, RCLL, and with Ah(a) s 1: 
this is for convenience, since such versions always exist. 
For the next result, we extend in the usual fashion the notion of Doleans-Dade 
exponential to R+-valued increasing processes: 
“(“‘s I] [(l-Ah(a),) e”‘(‘*‘\] if h(a),<m, \- I (2.9) 
10 otherwise. 
In virtue of the properties of /Z(N) stated in (2.6), IE-h(a)) is a predictable 
nonnegative nonincreasing RCLL process. 
2.10. Proposition. Let I E 9, CY E .~4;, Q E JM,, and Y(a) as dejined ~JJ (2.1). There 
exists a nonnegative process N(a) = N(q I, Q) such that: 
(a) Y(a) = N(a)E(-h(cz)). 
(b) N(a) is a Q-supermartingale. 
(c) N(a) is a Q-local martingale on the predictable interval {E(-h(a)) >O}. 
Proof. Due to the decomposition (2.4) of the nonnegative Q-supermartingale Y( cu), 
the existence of a process N(cu) satisfying (a), (b), and which is a Q-local martingale 
on every predictable interval [IO, Tj contained in {[E(-h(a)) > 0} is a consequence 
of the canonical multiplicative decomposition of Y(cy) (cf. [3; 5, V, 4.161). 
Now, if U = E( -h(a)), the time T = inf( f: U, = 0) is the “debut” of the predictable 
set {U = 0}, and [Tl c {U = O}; hence T is a predictable time (see [5, I, 2.13]), and 
T > 0. Thus it is announced Q-a.s. by a sequence (T,,) of stopping times. Therefore 
[IO, T,,] c { U > 0}, and N(a) is a Q-local martingale on each 10, T,,]. Since {U > 0} = 
lJ,? [O, T,,] Q-a.s., (c) readily follows. 0 
Let us make the connexion with the Hellinger transforms. Let t 2 0 be fixed. For 
cy E _ti and Q E .a{,<, we set 
H(a), = E,[ Y(,),l, (2.11) 
which does not depend on the dominating measure Q in JM,,,. The family (H( cy),),,,_ Cd 
is called the family of HeKnger fransforms of the nonfiltered experiment 
(0, 9,, (P,,),,,(_,) (see [13]). We have 0~ H(a) , s 1, and t+ H(a), decreases by 
Lemma 2.2. Now, (2.4) yields 
H(u), = H(a),,+ E,[ Y(a)- . hCff),l, (2.12) 
and the following is an obvious corollary of (2.10). 
2.13. Proposition. Let I E 9, N E .G!,, Q E .,IJ,, and assume that h( CY) is deterministic. 
Then N(a) is a Q-martingale on the inter& {E(-h(a))>O}, and 
E(-h(a)), = H(a),lH(a),, !ff(a),,>O. 0 (2.14) 
We end this section with an “explicit” computation of the Hellinger processes. 
As before, we fix I E 9, Q~.ti~, CY E &?,, and set N = 1 II. We denote by z the 
N-dimensional process z = (z”),, , (notation (1.1)). It is a Q-martingale, and we 
write C’ = ( C’,RC) ,,,<, , and V’ for its second and third characteristics. 
We also consider the following function cp_ : [0, a)’ + R, defined by: 
cp,,(x) = C CX”X~ - I] (xH)““, x = (x~),,, (recall O”= 1). (2.15) 
08 I RI I 
2.16. Theorem. (a) V’ charges only the set I4 = {(w, t, x): w E R, t > 0, x t R’\{O} with 
~‘2 -z:_(w) undx”=O ifzf_(w)=O}. 
(b) !f moreover Q = l/N C,,i, P,,, u’ charges only the set A’= ‘4 n 
{(w, t, x): CHC, x0 =O}. 
(c) Any uersion sf h(a) satisfies on f’(I,,), up to a Q-null set: 
(2.17) 
Proof. (a, b) The jump measure p’ charges only A (because Z!+L!Z”Z 0 and 
z! = OaAz” =O), and only ‘4’ when Q = l/N IHi, Pf, (because then C,,&, zH = N 
and CHi, AZ” = 0). Since ,4 and .I’ are predictable sets on R x R, x R’, we deduce 
(a) and (b). 
(cl Let n EN*, R,, = A,,, , RE, and consider a C’ function f :[w’ +[w having 
f(x) = U,,~,(, (x”)“” on f-I,,,,* ix” 2 l/n}.Then Y(u.)=.f(z)on[O, R,[. IfX’denotes 
the process X “stopped at time T”, i.e. XT = XTn,, Ito’s formula yields: 
f(Z)“” = Y(a),,+ c azkL. (z~)%+$ 1 Y(a)- 
Ri , Z!! 11 f c 
&LF. (c=.f’c)‘? 
(c=T R,’ 
Hk / 
+ z: \- AR,, .f(z,)-.f(z,-)- c c2~~Az:]. H. I 
If SG R,, we have by (2.15) and I,,, , a0 = 1: 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
Hence if k(a) denotes the sum of the third and fourth terms of the right-hand side 
of (2.18), we deduce from (2.18) and (2.19) that for I< R,,, 
Y(a);“= Y(a),,+ c a(’ 
#i_ I 
+$. (z”);J,+ Y(a)_ . k(cu)P” 
- Y(cu)_cp,,[(l+x”/z”),,,_,] * (/A=)“,‘. 
(2.20) 
By (2.19), the jumps of each side of (2.20) are equal at t = R,,. Hence (2.20) holds 
for all t 2 0. 
Since Y(cu)“,’ is a special semimartingale, a classical argument shows that 
Y(a)K~j+ Y(Q)_. {-k(cu)+cp,,[(l +x”/z!!),,, ,] * v’}~,I is a Q-local martingale. 
Comparing to (2.4), we deduce that for every version of h(cy) we have /In,, = 
-k(a)R,,+~,,[(l+~~‘/~~)H, ,] * (v~)~#‘, and the result follows. 0 
3. Relative density processes: Some calculations 
3.1. Our object of interest here is the family of relative density processes. First there 
is an “intrinsic” characterization, called the Kunita decomposition, and which goes 
as follows. For 0, in 0 there is a pair (Z(0)‘, T(e)<) consisting in an adapted 
P,,-a.s. unique R’ ,-valued process Z( I!?)< called the (generalized) density process, 
and in a P,-a.s. unique stopping time T(0)‘, such that 
Z( 0)< is f,,-a.s. RCLL; T( 0)’ = ~0 P,,-a.s.; and for all A E 9, we 
have P,(An{T(B)‘>t})=E,,,,(l,,Z(fI)f). (3.1) 
Z( 0)< is a P,-supermartingale; Z( 0)’ is a P,-martingale @ Pi << ‘“‘PHG T( 0)’ = a 
P,-a.s. Obviously Z( 0)” = 1. 
Secondly, (Z(0)<, T(B)‘) can be constructed as such: Take QE .U1,,,iI with the 
density processes z’, zi of (1.1). Then 
Z(~)f=zf/z~on{z~>O}, Z( 0) i arbitrary elsewhere, 
(3.2) 
T( 0)<= inf( t: z:’ = 0) (= R0 with the notation (1.2)) 
gives a version of the Kunita decomposition. 
Let LY E .d and 0 t I,, (so CUE> 0). Then the Hellinger transform H(a), has the 
following expression (see (2.1 l), (2.1) and (3.2)): 
H(u), = E,, n (z(e):)ct; 
[ I ic I,, 
In particular if h(a) is deterministic, (2.14) yields 
(3.3) 
&,, ,I’, (Z(U)“’ 1 = H(~M-h(~)),. (3.4) r /I 
3.2. In the rest of this section we perform technical computations having little 
interest by themselves, but their results are rather important for the sequel. Fix I E 9, 
0 E I and consider the process 
Z = (Z(@‘)<,~ I, (3.5) 
which is a /l/-dimensional P,-supermartingale; we will compute its characteristics. 
k denotes a truncation function on R’ (which serves to determine the version of 
the first characteristic). 
We need to introduce a measure Q E A, and the process z = (zi),, , of (l.l), 
whose second and third characteristics are C’ = ( C’.ir))jr)c, and V’ (w.r.t. Q: same 
notation as in Section 1). 
3.6. Lemma. z is a P,-semimartingale with characteristics 
t?i=[ki(x)(l+x”/z!!-x’]* v’+(l/z”). C’,“i ,for{E I, 
ec7 I C’,“q for c, 77 E 1, 
t=(l+x”/z”). vz. 
Proof. z is a Q-semimartingale with characteristics B’ = (B’,<), C’ and vz, and it 
is also a Q-martingale, hence B’%< = [k<(x) -xi] * v’. 
We apply Girsanov’s Theorem [5, 111,3.24]. First C? = C’. Furthermore zy = 
z:_(l+x’/z:_) p’-p.s. by definition of the jump measure CL’, hence the formula 
giving c (by Girsanov and the fact that z ’ is the density of PH w.r.t. Q). Finally 
rzi,< , z”,‘] = (l/z!) . (z! . Cr,‘H) P,-a.s. (because zH >O P,,-a.s.), hence 
$ = B=.< + (l/z!!) . c-T=,‘” + ki(x)(x”/z”) * v’. II 
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Now we are ready to compute the P,,-characteristics of Z, which we denote by 
BZ = (BZ3’i)<,,, c’ = ( Cz,c’yi,q, , and v~. Since each Z( 0)< is a P,,-supermartingale, 
there is also a unique predictable process AZ = (Z’.i)i, , whose components are 
RC increasing, 0 at 0 and such that Z( 0)’ + ALi is a P,,-martingale. Since Z( 0)” = 1, 
A z.0 = B=d+ = C=.fli = 0 and yz charges only [w x {x E [w’: x0 = O}. 
Finally, we introduce the following predictable map W: R x R, x R’ + R’ with 
components: 
3.8. Proposition. With the previous notation, we have 
Az.i=((x’+zi)/z”)l~,~~+r~~~,,, * r/=;, 
B”= -A”+{(l+x”/z”)[h’( W)- WC]} * V’, 
c z,<, = (/)’ . {C’,‘” _Z( O)i . C=.Or! 
_ Z( 0)” CZJ’j + Z( O)‘Z( 0)” C_.=.H@}, 
,f*: V’={(l+X”/ZH).f.( W)} * v=. 
(3.7) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
Proof. Since P,(inf, z: > 0) = 1, AZ,(o) = W(w, t, AZ,(W)) up to a P,-evanescent set. 
So ,f* pz =f( W) * p.’ P,,-a.s. and W being predictable, ,f* vz =f‘( W) * v^ P,,-a.s.; 
hence Lemma 3.6 yields the last equality in (3.10). 
Next we apply Ito’s formula, writing Zc instead of Z( 0)‘: 
z” = (l/z!!) . zi - (Z’lz”) . ZH ~ (/) 2 . pi + Z’( z”) 2 . p” 
+ 1 {AZ:-Az:/z:m+z:-Azlj/(z:’ )‘}. (3.11) 
\- 
In particular, the P,,-continuous martingale parts of the above are Z’.’ = 
(l/zH) . zi,‘ - (Zi/z!) . z@,<, hence the second equality in (3.10). 
We write A- B if A-B is a P,,-local martingale. Recall that zi - 
fii+(xi-k<(x)) * p’, hence (3.11) yields 
z’-(l/z!). ~i+[(X’-ki(x))/ZH]*~~-(Zi/ZH). E” 
+[(x” - k”(x))Z’/z”] * pu’_(z”) 2. pk+Zi(ZIo 2, cm 
+[ w’-X~/Z!!+XHZi/(Z!)2] * p=, 
and Lemma 3.6 yields 
2~-{(1+x”/Z”)[k~(x)/z(‘-k”(x)zi-/(Z~)~]-X~/Z~+X~Zir/(Z0)~}* v= 
+{W’-k’(x)/z”+k”(x)z’/(z!!)‘}*p=. (3.12) 
But Z” is a special P,-semimartingale, and the first term of the right-hand side of 
(3.12) is predictable with finite variation, while the second one also has finite 
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variation. Then one knows that this second term has locally integrable variation 
and that its compensator is the same integral process, but w.r.t. G instead of $. 
Using Lemma 3.6 we deduce that the P,,-compensator of the right-hand side of 
(3.12) is -A”, where A/ is given by (3.9). 
Finally, it remains to prove the first equality in (3.10), but BL” = 
-A=.’ +[k’(x) _x’] * / (see [5, II, 2.29]), hence the result. 0 
3.3. In the above setting, each process l/2( 19): is locally bounded on the predictable 
set I‘(I) (notation (1.3)). So we can set 
Y = (Y’)<,~, (= Y( 19, I)), where Y5 = (l/Z( 0)i) Z(0)‘, (3.13) 
which is a (Ill-dimensional) P,,-supermartingale on T(I). 
Therefore, exactly as for Z, we can consider the second and third characteristics 
c y = (C ‘:i”)<.,,* , and V’ of Y on I’( I) (w.r.t. I’,,), and also the unique predictable 
increasing RCLL process A’ = (A ‘:‘)< , on 1‘(I), such that A,:’ = 0 and that Y5 + 
A’.’ is a f,-martingale on I’( I) for all CE I. Here again, we obviously have 
A y.0 = C ~~.~~i = 0 and v y charges only {(t, x): r E I‘( I), x0 = 0). 
Finally, in order to simplify the notation, we set 
3.15. Lemma. With the previous notation, we have 
A’~i=(l+x”/zi)l~,“+=“~,,r:~ v’, 
c r’.iv = c $7) _ 5; w _ cm + c fM 
(3.14) 
(3.16) 
f* v y =(l+x”/z!!)J 
K 
1+x’/zi 
l+xI)/zn-l 
> 1 * vr. it I
Moreover, outside a P,-null set, we have on I’( I ): 
AA,‘-‘= - 
I 
xiv’ ({t} x dx). 
Proof. The following relations obviously hold on I‘( I): d Y” = dZ( 0)‘/Z( 0)C, 
AY.‘=(l/Z(0)‘).Az’, C’,‘~=(l/Z(e)iZ(e)~).CL”‘, and in view of (3.9) and 
(3.10) they readily yield (3.16). Properties (3.17) and (3.18) are classical for a special 
semimartingale, having -A’ for compensator. q 
These formulae allow for another “explicit” form of the Hellinger processes, in 
terms of Y this time. 
3.19. Proposition. Let cy E 4, he such that a’ > 0. Then an)’ version qf the Hellinger 
process h(a) satisfies P,,-a.s. on T(I): 
Proof. If we use (3.16), a simple computation based on 1 cyi: = 1 shows that the 
right-hand side of (3.20) equals the right-hand side of (2.17) on f(I), and the result 
follows (the assumption that cr”> 0 is needed for getting II( 1 +x’/zc)” = 0 
whenever 1 +x0/z!! = 0). 0 
4. Models with continuous likelihood 
Here we are concerned with the following class of models: 
4.1. Definition. The filtered statistical model is said to have continuous likelihood if 
for all 0, 6 t 8, the relative density processes Z( fI)< is P,,-a.s. continuous in time. 
Using the notation (2.7), for all 0 # cJ’ and /3 E (0, 1) we write 
H”‘(B) = h(a,,<(fl)) (= il(P; PO, PC)), 
HH’ = h(q,&)) 
(4.2) 
(= h(1; P,,, P,)). 
The main result has two aspects: First one can recognize on the form of the Hellinger 
processes whether we have continuous likelihood; second in this case all Hellinger 
processes are expressed in a simple way through the binary Hellinger processes HH5 
of order 1. 
4.3. Theorem. With arbitrary versions qfthe Hellingerprocesses H tit, and any a E (0, i), 
the.following statements are equivalent: 
(i) Tlje model has continuous likelihood. 
(ii) For all IE~, NE I, the density process zH qf P,, w.r.t. Q= (l/lIl)xc,, Pi is 
Po-a.s. contmuous in tzme. 
(iii) For all a E ,ti a version qf h( a) is given by 
h(a) =2 1 cuHaiHN’. 
H,<-_ I 
(iv,,) ForallB, ~EC?), PE{a,l 
(4.4) 
a}, a version qf H ‘“(/3) is given by 
(4.5) 
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We begin with a result of independent interest. 
4.6. Proposition. Let I E 4, LY E A,, Q E .ti,, and d$ne the ,following .function: 
[0, a)’ + R (recall (2.15) for (p,,): 
Then all versions qf h(a) and H” meet Q-ax. on r( I_): 
h(a)=2 C cuH~iH05+~,,[(1+x”/z~)H, ,] * v’. 
H.i’ I 
(4.8) 
Proof. Set CH5 = (l/z”z’) . C’,“, A”< = CC’“+ cii -2CH”. From (2.17), 
=a 1 a”aiA”‘+cp,,[(l+~H/~H)H,,]* v’ 
H,<r I
Q-a.~. on T(Z,,). Since A”” = A” = 0 we have similarly 
H”i=~AH’+(r,,,~‘(,,Z,[(1+~~H/21)Ht~,]ii: v’ 
Q-a.s. on I-({& 5)). Since (Y’ > 0 and cu’> 0 imply r-(1,,) c I’({0, {}), the result 
follows from (4.7). 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. (ii)+(iii) follows from Proposition 4.6, because vr = 0 under 
(ii), and (iii)+(iv,) is trivial. 
(iv,)*(i): We fix 0, {E 0 with 0 f &‘, and we need to prove that Z(0)’ is I’,,-a.~. 
continuous. Let Q = $( P,, + PC), I = { 0, 0, and .f = +b,? ,,‘, ilj + $J~~,,~,,_~,) (recall (4.7)). 
We have 
f(x) = (2~ - 1)*(x” +xi) - (x’)“(x’)‘~“ - (x’)‘~~(x’)” +8a( 1 - a)JxHx”, 
hence f(x) = (2~ - 1)‘~’ if x’ = 0, and j’(x) = x’g(x”/x’) if x5 # 0, where 
g(u)=(2a-l)‘u-u”-u’~“+8a(l-a)~, UER+. 
A simple computation shows that g 2 0, and g(u) = Oe u = 1. Hence 
“fa0, f(x) = O@x” = XC. (4.9) 
(4.8) and (iv,) imply f[l +x”/z!?, 1 +x’/zi] * V’ = 0 Q-a.s. on I‘( I), hence 
1 (.~~/=“#~i/:i)~~.(l) * II’ =0 Q- a.s. by (4.9). By Theorem 2.16(b) and the fact that z 
is constant on [R(Z), au (because ]I] =2), the measure V’ charges only 1‘(I) x 
{x: x0+x5 = O}. Then clearly V’ = 0 Q-a.s., thus z, and a fortiori Z( 0)’ = zi/zH, are 
P,-a.s. continuous. 
(i)=+(ii): Let 1~9, N=lll, Q=(l/N)z,_, PH, and the notation zH, RH of (1.1) 
and (1.2). Then I,,-, z” = N. Moreover (3.2) yields zi = z”.Z(e)’ P,-as., hence 
zH = N/ 1 Z(0)’ P,,-a.s. 
<<~ I 
Then one deduces from (i) that z’ is P,,-a.s. continuous, hence Q-a.s. continuous 
on [IO, RH[. Since z0 = 0 on [I RH, ~01, outside a Q-null set each zB (0 E I) is continuous 
everywhere, except possibly at time RH, in which case the jump is Az”,# = -z:I~ < 0. 
Since C,,, , AZ” = 0, this is in fact not possible and each z” is Q-a.s. continuous. [7 
Besides being increasing, the processes HH’ must satisfy the following compatibil- 
ity relations. 
4.10. Lemma. Assume that the model has continuous likelihood. Let I E 9 and Q E JY,, 
and choose arbitrary versions of H”‘. 
(a) For all pi~[w such that I<,, pi =0 the process -CH.jI, P”PiHH” is Q-as. 
increasing on I-( I ). 
(b) Jf 9, <, 77 E I, we have (P,,+ PC+ P,)-a..~.: 
{z~>O,z~>O,z,:>O}n{H~“=~}n(H,H~~~}~{H~’)=~}. (4.11) 
Proof. (a) The formula Y’ = (l/z’) . zi defines a continuous Q-local martingale 
on 10, R’[, and C?“’ = ( YH, Y’) on 10, R” A R”[I with the notation (3.14). So if we 
compare to (2.17) we obtain Q-a.s. on f‘(Z): 
But on T(I), 
-,;, /3’/3’H”‘=-A,,;, /?“P’(c”“+c”)+; 1 P*P’C*‘, 
fJ.<c 1
which clearly equals ~~/3”p’C”‘= :(I p”Y”, C p”Y”) when 1 p” =O, hence the 
result. 
(b) Let Q = _{( PH + PC + P,,), with the usual notation z”, RH. Let also Q’= $( P, + Pi) 
and call z”‘, z” the processes of (l.l), RtH, R” the times of (1.2), and R’= RIH A R’. 
From the proof of (i)*(ii) in Theorem 4.3, z”’ and z’< are Q’-a.s. continuous. Thus 
the “Hellinger process of order 0” h(0; PH, Pi) of [5, IV, 1.521 is identically 0, while 
the Hellinger process of order 4 in the strict sense of [5, IV, 1.241 is h’(i) = 1 10,R,o . H Oi. 
Then, due to [5, IV,2.12a,d] we have {~‘(~)~=~}={z~~z;~=O<Z~~~Z~)~} Q’-as. 
for every stopping time T. Since Ah’(:) s 1 we deduce that h’(i)Rz_ = 03 Q’-a.s. on 
{z{Tz[{ > 0, R’< 00). Now, observe that the density process of Q’ w.r.t. Q is f(z” + z’), 
so z’# = 2zH/(zH +z’) and thus R’= R” Q-a.s. on {RH< R’} and Q- Q’ on &n 
{t < RH A R”}. Hence h’(:)R._ = cc Q-a.s. on {z~z~> 0, RH < R”}, and since h’(i) = HH5 
on 10, R’[ we get 
H:~~=co Q-a.s.on{z,!:>O,z$>O, RH<Ri}. (4.12) 
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Then, on the left-hand side of (4.11) we have Q-as. R”r\R’cf, and ~<R’A R” 
if RH # R”; but z”+zi+z” =3, so it is impossible that R” = R’ = R” <CC, and we 
readily deduce that R’ # R ‘) and R’ A R” s t; then another application of (4.12) 
yields Hy = a. q 
5. H-deterministic models and PII: First properties 
Now we start studying the following models ,which in a sense extend the “experi- 
ments with independent increments” introduced by Strasser in [6]. In particular, 
compare (5.7) below with [6, (lS.l)]. 
5.1. Definition. The model is called H-deterministic if all Hellinger processes h(a) 
admit deterministic versions. 
5.1. Preliminary properties 
Let the h(cr)‘s be deterministic versions of the Hellinger processes. We will also 
take into account the “initial condition”, expressed by the Hellinger transforms 
H(a)” (see (2.11)). Set 
h’(u)= 1-H(cz),,-th(cu). (5.2) 
This is a RCLL increasing function: Iw, + [0, CO], with 0 s h’( cy)(, s 1; by convention 
we set h’(~)+=0, A~‘(cY)~~= h’(cu),,, and also 
T,,=inf(t~O: h’(a),=aorAh’(cu),=l), 
A 
0 
if T,, <wand Ah’(a),,” = 1, 
otherwise. 
(5.3) 
5.4. Lemma. Let 1 E 9, Q E ,,U,, CY E .&,. Then A,, is the smallest (deterministic) interval 
containing r( I,,) up to a Q-evanescent set, and in particular it does not depend on the 
choice qf the (deterministic) version qf \I( cr ). 
Proof. One has Ah(a) <M Q-a.s. on I‘(I,,) and Ah(a)< 1 Q-a.s. on [iO, R(l,,)[i by 
Proposition 2.5. Further H(a),,= 0 implies R( I,,) = 0 Q-a.s., hence I’( I,,) c A,f. 
Conversely let A be an interval with A 1 I‘(I,,) Q-a.s.; either A = [0, T] or 
A = [0, T). If H(a),,= 0 then A, = {0}, so A,, c A. Assume now that H(a),,> 0. By 
Proposition 2.13, we obtain 
I?,[ Y(a),] = H(cr), = H(a)&-h(u)), >O if t < T,,. (5.5) 
Our assumption on A implies R(I,,) s T Q-a.s., while Q( t < R(I,,)) > 0 for all 
t < T,, by (5.5). If Au g A we then have T = T,, <CC, A,, = [0, T] and A = [0, T). In 
this case I‘( I,,) c A Q-a.s. implies that Y(a), = 0 Q-a.s.; the family ( Y,(N))(,. ,. I 
being Q-uniformly integrable (cf. Lemma 2.2), (5.5) yields E(-h(cu)),_ = 0; by (5.3), 
and since T = T,,, this is possible only if A,, = [0, T,,), hence a contradiction: therefore 
A,, = A. 17 
5.6. Corollary. Suppose that the model is H-deterministic. 
(a) If I E .9 there is an interval A(l)= R, and a time T(1) CCC such that 
A, = A(T), T, = T(T), VcYE.& (5.7) 
(and so A(I)=[O, T(I)) orA(Z)=[O, T(f)]). 
(b) Let I, Z’E$ with 1~ I’; then A(Z’)cA(l), T(I’)< T(I). 
(c) P,lPi on 9,, resp. on 9,_, [fund only zj’ta T({B, i}), resp. t~‘d({B, i}). 
Proof. If cy, j3 E s%!; we have I,, = Ifi = I, and H(a),, = Oe H(P),, = 0: thus (a) follows 
from Lemma 5.4. (b) also follows, because I c I’ and Q E Al,, imply r( I’) c r(I) 
Q-as. To prove (c), we set Q = :(P,, + Pi), I = (0, i}, and we recall that: P,,lP, on 
9,, resp. S,_,, iff Q(R( I) > t) = 0, resp. Q( t E I‘( I)) = 0. Then the claim follows from 
Lemma 5.4 and (5.7). 0 
5.2. A first criterion 
For all I E 9, 0 E I, t 20 we set (see (3.1)): 
A(& I), = n {Z(B)$>O}. 
CC t
(5.8) 
5.9. Theorem. There is equivalence between: 
(i) The model is H-deterministic. 
(ii) For all I E 9, 0 E I, s 2 t b 0, and in restriction to the 9,-measurable set A( 0, I),, 
the P,,-conditional distribution of the 111 -dimensional random variable 
(Z(e)VZ(e):‘),*, w.r. t. 9( is (P,,-as.) deterministic. 
(iii) For all I t$, 0~ I, tz0, the process X(0, I, t), = (Z(B)~/Z(B)~)ii,, which is 
defined ,for s 2 t on A(B, I), is P,-independent.from 9,, conditionally on being inside 
A(& I),. 
Proof. (a) In the proof we fix I E 3 and 0 t I. Let Q = (l/111) CrSI P, and A(U), = 
fl<C I,, {z: > 01 f or IY E SA?,. Recalling (3.2) and zy> 0 P,,-a.s. and z: = O=+zi = 0 for 
s 2 t, the following obtains: 
szt + A(o),cA(a),, 
(5.10) 
A(o), = A(B, I,,), 3 A(0, I), P,-a.s. 
Next, let .~a t and BE 9, with B= A(a),. With the notation Y(a) of (2.1) we 
get (recall 0”= 1): 
= EQ lHz: rI (Z:/Zf)'"'(z;/zy 
[ cc- I I = E,[l.d’Y(a),/ y(a),1 
= ~,Lz%,[ Y(Ly),I Y(a), I $,I] 
= -%,[l,&[ Y(Q),/ Y(cy),I $,I], 
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and so 
= E,[ Y(a),/ Y(a),1 9,] P,-a.s. on A(a),. (5.11) 
(b) Assume (i). Since Z(0)” = 1, (“) 11 will follow from proving that, for s 3 t, the 
conditional Mellin transform 
M(P)=&, n (z(e)vz(e):)“‘ 1% 
li I\{@) I 
is P,-as. deterministic on A( 0, I), for all p = (/3’)ii I,{01 with p” 3 0 and CrE ,,(,,) p’ < 
1. To such a p we associate cr E S, by ai=pi if LE I\(0), and crH = 1 -Iit,, p’. 
Then (5.10) and (5.11) yield 
M(P) = Eo[ Y(Q),/ Y(o), I9,] P,-as. on A(& I),. (5.12) 
If t 2 T,, we have t b T(I) (see (5.3) and Corollary 5.6), thus P,(A(B, I),) = 0, 
and there is nothing to prove. Suppose that t< T,, so E(-h(a)),>0 by (5.5) and, 
due to Proposition (2.13, the process N(a) of Proposition 2.10 is a Q-martingale 
on [0, t]. Hence (5.12) yields M(P)=E(-h(cu)),/E(-h(a)), if N(a),>O. Further- 
more Proposition 2.10(a), (5.10) and E(-h(a)), > 0 yield A(0, I), c {N(a), > O}, 
and our claim is proved. 
(c) Now we assume (ii), and we prove that for our particular choice of I and 0, 
there is a deterministic version of h(a) for all LY E ai. Observing that Q- P,, on 
.F,nA(a), (since a”>O), we deduce from (5.10) and (5.11) that for all s3 tz0 
there is a number K (t, s) with 
K(t, S) = EQ[ Y(a),/ Y(a),1 F,] Q-a.s. on A(a),. (5.13) 
Set T=inf(t: Q(A(~),)=O)=inf(t: H(cr),=O). Using (5.10) and Y(a),= 
Y(Q),l/t,<,,,, (5.13) gives for s 2 1: 
H(a), = &JY(a),lAk),( Y(a),/ Y(,)l)l 
= EQ[ Y(a),K(t, ~11 
= H(a),K(t, s). 
Then if we set N’(Q), = Y(cw),/H(cu), for t< T, the process N’(a) is RCLL on 
[0, T), and Y(o) = N’(cu)H(a) on [0, T), and 
Eo[N’(o), IS,,1 = (1I~(~),)~Q[ Y(,)sl St1 
= Y(au),(K(t, s)lH(a),) 
= N’(a), 
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if tds< T (use (5.13) and Y(a), =0 on A(a):). Hence N’(a) is a Q-martingale 
on [0, T). 
We write A- B if A-B is a Q-local martingale. Then Y(a) = N’(cr)H(a) on 
[0, T) and Ito’s formula imply Y(a) - N’(a)_ . H(a) on [0, T). If h(a) is a version 
of the Hellinger process, we have Y( cu) - - Y(a)_ . h(a) on T(I) by (2.4). It follows 
that -Y(cy)_ h(a)= N’(a)_. H(a), and thus h(a)= -(l/H(a)_). H(a) on 
r(I) n [0, T). Furthermore I’( I) c [0, T], and on the set where T E r(I) it follows 
from Proposition 2.5(c) that Ah(a), = 1 Q- a.s. It is then obvious that h(a) has a 
deterministic version. 
(d) It remains to prove (ii)a(iii). That (iii)+(ii) is trivial. Conversely assume 
(ii). In order to get (iii) it suffices to prove that if t = s,,< s, <. . . <s,,, 
(XC@, 4 t),,),- I- ,I is P,,-independent from 9, on A(8, I),. But X(0, I, f)!,,,, = 
X(0, 6 r):,,X(e, 1, & on A( 8, I),, so that a downward induction on p (showing 
that (X(0, 1, .y,,),,),,+,- ,- ,, is P,-independent from s,“,,, on A(@ I),,,) readily allows 
to deduce (iii) from (ii). 0 
5.3. Models generated by a PII 
Suppose that the model is H-deterministic and that Z( 0)f > 0 identically for all 8, i. 
Then by Theorem 5.9(iii) the process Y = ( Yi = log X( 8, I, O)i),qm_, is an infinite- 
dimensional process with independent increments (in short: PII) under P,,, and 
relative to the filtration (s,), and it turns out that it is also a PI1 under all other P,, 
(see Section 5.4 below). This supports the existence of a relation between H- 
deterministic models and models “generated by a PI I”, which we presently introduce. 
First we make precise the notion of PII used here. Let X = (X”),,, t, be an adapted 
process defined on (0, 9, (S,)), whose components are indexed by an arbitrary set 
U. Let Q be a probability measure on (a, 3). 
5.14. Definition. X is called (Q, s,)-PI1 if its components X” are real-valued, a.s. 
RCLL, and if (X:‘-X:‘),,. ci is independent from 9, for all s 2 t: equivalently, for 
each finite subset Vc U, (XI’),,, v is an ordinary (Q, s,)-PII. 
5.15. Definition. X is called an extended (Q, s,)-PI1 if its components X” take 
their values in IwF, = [w u {S}, where 6 is an absorbing point, are a.s. RCLL on [0, S”[ 
where S” = inf( t; X:’ = 6), and if (X:l- X:‘),,,~ I/ is independent from 9, for all s 2 r 
(with the convention 6 -x = 6 - 6 = 0). 
Observe that we do not assume that the initial value X;; equals 0, nor even that 
it is constant. Extended PII’s do not extend PII’s much, because it turns out that 
each S” is Q-a.s. constant (if not, there are t < s with Q( S” < r) > 0 and Q( S” > s) > 
0; then take the conditional law of X:‘- Xy w.r.t. s,,, and get a contradiction). 
5.16. Definition. The statistical model is generated by a PI1 (resp. an extended PII) 
if there is a process X = (X”)uiL, such that 
(i) For all 0~ 0, X is a (PO, s,,)-PI1 (resp. an extended (PH, %,)-PII). 
(ii) If ( 9,) denotes the filtration generated by X, for all 0, {E 0 there is a version 
(Z( 0)“, T( 0)<) of the Kunita decomposition of Pi w.r.t. PH which is adapted to (9,) 
(i.e.: Z( 0)’ is adapted, and T( 0)” is a stopping time, for (9,)). 
In most practical cases, X is the “basic” process which serves to define the 
statistical model, and the P,,‘s are the laws of X: then (ii) above is automatically met. 
5.17. Theorem. A model generated by an extended PI1 is H-deterministic. 
Proof. (a) We assume that the model is generated by an extended PII, say X = 
(x”),,* li. In order to avoid complications due to the initial condition, we perform 
a change of time: set 3, = cq, , and x, = X,_, for t b 1, 9, = trivial o--field and x:’ = 0 
for OS t < 1. We obtain a new model s generated by the extended PI1 x having 
J?;i =O, and the new Hellinger transform H(u) has H(n),,= 1. Furthermore the 
Hellinger process h(a) of % has i(cu),=h(a),+h(cu),_, for tzl, and i(a),=0 
for 0~ t< 1; and if one compares (2.17) with (2.11), one readily gets h(a), = 
1 -H(N),). In other words, with the notation (5.2), 
h(Q), = I;‘(a), = 
{ 
0 ifOS 1<1, 
h’(o),-, if t 3 1. 
(5.18) 
So, without loss of generality, we will assume that the original model % meets 
H(Q),,= 1 and X;i=O. 
(b) Next we introduce some notation. The canonical space of all functions: 
R+-(R,)” is denoted by fi =((R,)“)“4, with the u-field 9 generated by the 
coordinates, the canonical filtration (5,) and the canonical process x = (J?:‘),,, Lir,, -,). 
Let s 2 0. We define the processes X(s) and x(s) on 0 and fi by X(s) :I = 
X:l+, -X:’ and x(s)y=x:‘+, -xy. We can consider X(s) as a measurable map: 
(Q.!~)+(~,~)andset~(s),=f,,~X(s)~’(=l aw of X(s) under f’,,). Observe that 
P(s+ t)(, = P(s),, 0 x(t) ‘. Finally, we denote by (z(s, 0)<, T(s, 0)‘) the Kunita 
decompositions of the model (0, 9, (g,), (p( s)~)). 
(c) Next we will prove the following two relations: 
Z(e):=Z(O, 0)fo X P,-as., (5.19) 
Z(s, e,:+,, =Z(s, O)f_P(s+t,O)f,~X(t) P(s),,-a.s. (5.20) 
We fix 6, 0 E 0. Definition .5.16(ii) implies that (Z( 0)‘, T( 0)‘) is the Kunita decompo- 
sition of Pi w.r.t. PH, relative to the filtration (9,) generated by X, while P(O),, = 
PH 0 Xp’: hence (5.19) follows. 
Next, we fix s, t, u 3 0, and for simplicity we set 2 = z(s, 0)[, z’= z(s + t, O)‘, 
and C,. ={T(s, 0)‘> r}, C:={T(s+ t, I!?)<> r}, and x’= T?(r), and p, = P(s),,, Ph = 
p( s + t),. Observe that C, , <, E 9, v T?(t)~-‘(SI,), hence there is cl+,, E 9, x g,“,, such 
that C,, ,, = {w E 0: (w, X’(w)) E c,, <,}. 
Let Y be an .??, x gc,-measurable function: fl x f? + R,. By hypothesis the process 
x’ under p,, is independent from .!@, and with law P’,. Hence we obtain by using 
(3.1) repeatedly: 
E p,,[ Y( . ) P)z,z:, 0 X’] (5.21) 
= 1 P,,(dw) j I’k(dw’) Y(w, w’)Z,(w)Z:,(w’) 
= P,,(dw)Z,(w) &(dw’) Y(w, w’)l( ;,(w’) 
I I 
= 
I 
&(dw)l<,(o) P;(dw’)Y(w, w’)l< ;,(w’) J 
=E,‘[Y(.,X’)l,~l,.~,oX’] 
=E,,[Y(~,X’)l,;Z,+,,l,.~,~X’]+E,~[Y(~,X’)l,,,,.~~,,l,.;,~X’]. (5.22) 
First take Y = indicator of (c‘,,,, )‘. Recalling the definition of C,,,, and that 
p,,[(C,,,,)‘] =O, (5.21) vanishes, so both terms in (5.22) vanish as well, and in 
particular 
Pr(C,n(C,+,,)‘n{X’E C:,})=o. 
It follows that the second term in (5.22) is 0 for all Y. Secondly, &( C,,) = 1 and 
~,,(X’E Cl) = Pi,(Ci) = 1, so the first term in (5.22) is always 
E P,,[ Y( . , X’Z+,,l. (5.23) 
So far, (5.21) and (5.23) are equal for all 9, x $,,-measurable nonnegative variables _- 
Y. Since Z, i ,, and Z,Z,, 0 x’ are both .$ x g>,-measurable, we deduce (5.20). 
(d) Let 1~9 and HE 1. By (c), (Z(%)t,,/Z(%)f)i,, is P,-a.s. equal to 
(Z(s, %):0x(s)),,, on A(%, I), (notation (5.8)). Since by hypothesis X(s) is P,,- 
independent from 9, we deduce that Theorem 5.9(ii) is met, and the result is 
proved. 0 
5.4. Locally equivalent models 
Theorem 5.17 admits an easy converse for the following class of models: 
5.24. Definition. The model is said to be locally equivalent if all pairs ( PH, Pi) are 
locally equivalent (in the nonfiltered case, this property is also called “homogeneity” 
of the model). 
5.25. Theorem. Suppose that the model is locally equivalent, and let 9 E 0. There is 
equivalence between: 
(i) The model is H-deterministic. 
(ii) The mode/ is generated by a PII. 
(iii,,) The process X = (XC)<, (-) with components X’ = log Z(9)’ is a (P,,, F,)-PII 
,for all p E 0. 
(Since the model is locally equivalent, each X5 is P,,-a.~. well defined, with values 
in R.) 
Proof. Assume first (iii,). By local equivalence, a version of the Kunita decomposi- 
tion (Z(l)V, T(l)“) is Z(c)” = Z( 0)“/Z( 0)’ and T( &‘)” = 00. Hence Definition 
.5.16(ii) is met, and we have (ii). That (ii)=+(i) follows from Theorem 5.17. 
Finally assume (i). Let p E 0 and I E 4 with 0, p E I. Again due to local equivalence, 
P,,(A(p, I),) = 1 (notation (5.8)). Then Theorem 5.9(iii) implies that the process 
Y = (Yi)&, with components Y’ = log Z(p)’ is a (P,,, %,)-PII. Since Xr = Yi - YH 
for 6 E I, the process (Xi)<, , is also a (P,,, 9,)-PII. This being true for all I E 4 
containing 0 and p, we deduce (iii). Cl 
In general we cannot hope for a converse to Theorem 5.17 (except in the Gaussian 
case of the next section): If T = inf( t: Z( 0): = 0) it may happen that T is random 
(even for an H-deterministic model) and that s,y-r = .%,- for all t; then there is no 
nontrivial P,-PII after any time t such that P,,( Ts t) > 0. However it is perhaps 
possible to construct an “extension” of the model which supports a PI1 (like for 
the property that any continuous martingale M is a time-changed Brownian motion, 
when (M, M),<m). 
So we will look for a “converse” of the following type: If the model is H- 
deterministic, there is another model generated by an extended PII, with the same 
Hellinger processes. But even this is not true! These questions will occupy most of 
the remaining sections. 
6. H-deterministic models with continuous likelihood: Gaussian models 
In addition to its own interest (the models described below are the most useful ones 
in practice!), this section is a good preparation for what will come next. However, 
some of its results could be considered as simple consequences of the next sections. 
Similarly to the notion of (%,)-PII, we can introduce (@,)-Gaussian process as 
such: It is a (real or vector-valued) process X which is Gaussian and such that for 
s 3 f, the conditional laws of X, (or equivalently of X,-X,) w.r.t. 5, and w.r.t. 
0-(X,.: r< 1) are equal. 
6.1. Definition. The model is said to be continuous Gaussian if for all 0 # < the 
relative density process Z(0)’ has 
(a) it is P,,-a.s. continuous; 
(b) it reaches 0 P,-a.~. at a deterministic time, say T”’ (~a); 
(c) under Pt,, log Z(0)’ is an (s,,)-Gaussian process indexed by the interval 
[0, T”‘). 
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This notion is a natural generalization to the filtered case of the “Gaussian shifts” 
of LeCam [7], except that we do not assume local equivalence. Here is the main 
result of the section: 
6.2. Theorem. Assume that all measures PH coincide on S,,. Then the model is con- 
tinuous Gaussian if and only if it is H-deterministic with continuous likelihood. In this 
case we also have: 
(a) The HH5 of (4.2) admit a (a.s.) unique version, which is continuous and 
deterministic, and with the notation of Definition 6.1 we have Tf” = T”” = 
inf( t: Hyi = CO). 
(b) (P,-PP,on9,)~H~:i<~. 
(c) (P,IP,on.F,)~H~‘=~. 
(d) The process (log Z(Q)f),, (-),,_ +I< is P,-Gaussian. 
If the measures PH do not coincide on so, a similar result is available, provided 
one adds the condition that under P,,, either Z( 0),$ = 0 a.s., or log Z( 0)f is Gaussian. 
Proof. (i) Necessary condition. Suppose that the model is continuous Gaussian. 
Due to Theorem 4.3(iii) it is enough to prove that each HH’ admits a deterministic 
version. Let 8, [E 0 and set T = T”, T’= T”“, Z=Z(B)‘, Z’=Z(l)“. Let t<T. 
Then by Definition 6.1(b), P,(Z, > 0) = 1, so P,, << P, on 9, by (3.1), which in turn 
implies P<(Zi > 0) > 0, hence t < T’. By symmetry we get T = T’ and P,, - P, on 5, 
for t < T,.and in particular 
Z is a P,,-martingale on [0, T). (6.3) 
Set X,. = log Z, for r < T By hypothesis X is an (s,)-Gaussian process on [0, T), 
under P,,. Thus if t s s < T the conditional laws of X, -X, (under PH) w.r.t. 9, and 
w.r.t. u(X,: rs t) coincide. The process X being Gaussian, this conditional law is 
also Gaussian, with a deterministic variance u’ and a random mean M, so that 
Now, (6.3) implies Ep,,(Z,/Z, ( St) = 1, hence M + v2/2 = 0 P,,-a.s., and so the PH- 
conditional law of Z,/Z, = exp(X, -X,) w.r.t. 9, is deterministic. Since 19 and 5 
play symmetrical roles, it follows from Theorem .5.9(ii) that the model restricted to 
O’= (0, <} is H-deterministic, which implies that HH5 has a deterministic version. 
Furthermore, we have Z > 0, Z’> 0 a.s. on [0, T) and Z = Z’= 0 on [T, cc), so 
r((0, 5)) = [0, T). Since H”’ is continuous, it follows from Lemma 5.4 that T = T”’ = 
T”’ = inf( t: H p5 = 00). Since moreover Hcri is uniquely determined on r((0, [}), we 
have proved (a). 
(ii) Sufficient condition. Conversely we suppose that the model is H-deterministic 
with continuous likelihood. Take a deterministic version of HH5 = H’” and set 
T=inf(t: Hr’= CO), and again Z = Z( fI)<, Z’ = Z(l)“. Since PC, = Pi on 9,) and since 
the Hellinger processes “of order 0” of [5] are equal to 0 (because of the continuous 
likelihood processes), (b) and (c) follow from [5, IV, 2.61. Further, (3.1) and (b) 
and (c) yield P,,(Z, > 0) = 1 if t < T and PH(Z, > 0) = 0 if t > T. We deduce that Z 
and Z’ meet Definition 6.1(b) with TH” = TCH = T In particular P,,(A( 0, { 0, i}),) = 1 
if t< T, with the notation (5.8): hence Theorem 5.9(iii) implies that the process 
X =log Z is a (P(,, 9,)-PII on [0, T). Since X is P,,-as. continuous, Z meets 
Definition 6.1(c): this being true for all choices of 8, <, we have proved that the 
model is Gaussian. 
Finally it remains to prove (d). In view of the independence in Theorem 5.9(ii), 
it is enough to prove that (logZ(B)$),,,,,. T(,j is P,,-Gaussian, for all I E 9 with 
0 E 1, where T(Z) = inf,, ,TH5. But Theorem 5.9 yields that this process is a continuous 
PII, hence the result. El 
6.4. Remark. If the model 8 is locally equivalent, another condition is equivalent 
to being Gaussian continuous, namely that for some 0 and for all 6 the process 
Z( 0)< is P,-a.s. continuous, does not vanish, and log Z( 0)’ is an (.F,)-Gaussian 
process under PC,. 
Finally we can give a complete description of the Hellinger processes of a 
continuous Gaussian model. 
6 5 . . Theorem . Let (HO’) ,+<* (-) be nondecreasing continuous functions from R, into 
[0, co], having Ho “i = 0, HO” = 0, He” = H @‘. There is equivalence between: 
(i) The HH”s are the Hellinger processes of order i qf a continuous Gaussian model 
with all PH coinciding on SC,. 
(ii) The relation 0 -,i@ H ri <m is an equivalence relation on 0; moreover for all 
I E 9, /3” E R with CCC, /3’ = 0, the function t + -C,,,jt, P*p’H”’ is nondecreasing on 
the interval A(Z)=n,,,,,,{t: Hy’<co}. 
In this case, there exists a continuous Gaussian model, which is generated by an 
extended PII and which admits the H H5’.~ for Hellinger processes of order :. 
It is possible, of course, that the HH5’s are the Hellinger processes of order i for 
other models, which have not continuous likelihood, or even are not H-deterministic. 
Proof. Since the HH6’s are deterministic, (i)=+(ii) follows from Lemma 4.10. Con- 
versely, assume (ii). We will prove the last claim, which in turn implies (i). 
(a) Let 8 E 0. First we construct the measures PH on the canonical space R = 
(K)“““, supporting the canonical process X = (XC”)l,,lt+, and the canonical filtra- 
tion (9,). We set T”” = T”’ = inf( t: Hy = CO) and T(I) = inf( T”‘: <, 77 E I). By (ii) 
we have T(I) = inf( T” : 77 E I) for every l E I. Set also 
C~‘J~““‘=4[H~“+ H”” - Hc”- ,““‘I on [0, T(& <‘, 7, n’)), (6.6) 
B(H)‘“=4[HN”-HU7+HHj”] on[O,T(0,[,T)). (6.7) 
A simple computation shows that for all ai, E R, 
1 a,,ai,VzCi’.in’= - 1 p’p’,H”) on [0, T(I)), (6.8) 
i,~.i’,~‘c r <.I( I 
where PC = 2 IL,,_, (a,71 -a,,), so that Cci, p’ = 0. Hence by (ii), and on [0, T(I)), 
the functions r+ ( Cf”,i”‘)i.q.i,,,r., , and t + (B(@)f”),,, , are continuous, 0 at 0, and 
the first one is nondecreasing (for the strong order of symmetric matrices). 
It is then straightforward to construct P,, such that for all 5, 7, the process X”” 
equals 6 a.s. on [ r(0, 5, T), a), and Xi” = A4<” + B(0)i’ on [0, T(B, i, v)), where 
M”” is a Gaussian martingale on this interval, and Xc =0 a.s., and further that 
(,i, 
2 
,i’,‘) = Ci%i’T’ on [0, r(0, i, 7, i’, 77’)). Then X is an extended P,-PII. 
(b) So far we have a model % generated by an extended PII X, and all PH coincide 
on 9,,. Let (Z(e)“, T(8)“) be the Kunita decomposion of P,, w.r.t. PO. We will prove 
that 
Z(B): =exp(Xy-iC:““““) for I< 7+‘. (6.9) 
Since the right-hand side of (6.9) is a P,,-martingale (= E( M”“)) on [0, T’“), it is 
enough to prove that for t < To”, 
E,,,,(Y) = Ep,,[ Y exp(Xy-$Cy’,‘“)] (6.10) 
for every bounded measurable function Y on R which depends only on (Xt’,),_ i. n 
for arbitrary {,, 77, t 0 and t, ~10, t]. By (ii), if t< T”” then t, < T(p, &, ~,)a t, < 
T( 0, LJ,, q,), and X2”’ = 6 PH- a.s. and P,,-a.s. otherwise. So it suffices to prove (6.10) 
when t, < T(p, &, v,) and in this case, it is even enough to prove it for Y = 
cxp 1,. ,- ,I , uX:“s for ui E R. Then the two sides of (6.10) are respectively: 
and 
(since E,,*(Xp) = B(p)f’and COV,~(X~, X$“’ ) = Cp”“). By (6.6) and (6.7) these 
two expressions are indeed equal, hence (6.9) holds. 
(c) (6.9) means that (l/Z(e)E) . Z(0)” =X”” on [0, TO@), w.r.t. P,,. Then (3.20) 
implies that the Hellinger process a*” of 8 is HH” = ~CNp,H~’ = HO” on [0, T”“). Since 
H”P ,+r,_ = ~0 if T”” <W by definition of TO”, then HO” is a version of I?#” on R,. 
Finally, since the measures P,, and P,, are singular on 9, if I?? = Hy = +CO, we 
obtain that Z( 0)y = 0 for t > TH”. So all conditions of Definition 6.1 are met, and 
we are finished. q 
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7. H-deterministic models: The form of Hellinger processes 
7.1. If I t 4 and 0 E I we set 
&!(B,I)={cuEGJ,: a.#>O}. (7.1) 
The formula (3.20) gives a version of the Hellinger process II(CK) on r(l), for each 
fixed cy E S( 0, I). In the H-deterministic case it is not surprising that the deterministic 
versions of II(LY) are given, for all cy E %&(0, I) at once, by the same formula where 
A y, C ‘: v y are replaced by deterministic processes and measure. This is what we 
wish to formalize in this subsection. Contrarily to its easy proof, the formulation 
itself is quite complicated. Observe that the “initial condition” appears in the picture 
through the H(cu),,‘s (see (5.2)), so our condition will concern both H(a),, and h(n). 
7.2. Condition (A). A family %‘= (H(a)(,, h(a)),, ~. , satisfies this condition if: 
(i) For all CYE.~, H(cu),,~[0, l] and h(a) IS a RCLL nondecreasing function: 
[~++[O,Q?] with h(a),,=0 and 3h(cu)sl. 
(ii) If A,, is defined by (5.3), A,, = A(I) does not depend on N E Lti;. 
(iii) For all IE~, 8~ I, Tad, the function CY-+~‘((Y),= I-H(c~),,+h(cu), on 
.d(0, I) is given by 
where 
+ 
I 
F([O, t] x dx) 
[. 
1 a’xi+ 1 - I] (1 +xi)“‘ 
I 
, (7.3) 
ii I ii: I 
l t + c, = (~f”o)~.~~=, is a continuous function on 3(I), with co= 0, cHC ==0 for all 
[E I, with values in the set of symmetric matrices and nondecreasing for the strong 
order on this set; 
l f+a,=(&, is a RCLL function on 3(I), uH = 0 and each component ai is 
nondecreasing with ai 2 0; 
l F is a positive measure on d(I) x [-1, “c)’ which charges only il (I) X 
{x: xH =O,x#O}, such that for all tEA(I) we have F({t}x[-1,~)‘)~ 1, and 
I F([O, t] x dx)((x(’ A Ix]) s ~3, and 
Aa; = - F({t} xdx)xi (with Au<,= a,)). 
I 
0 (7.4) 
7.5. Theorem. Assume that the model has deterministic versions h(a) of the Hellinger 
processes. Then thefamily R=(H(a),, h(a)),,,, satisfies Condition (A). 
Proof. Let I E 4 and 0 E I. We already know (i) and (ii) of (A). By (3.3), 
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Then (7.3) for t =0 holds with c,)=O, F({O}x .) = F,,( .) = law of the variable 
(Z(0),: - l)iG , under I’,,, and a$ = Aa6 = -5 x<F({O} x dx). 
Call I;( LY) the right-hand side of (3.20). By Proposition 3.19 and the right-continuity 
of h(cu) and i(a), the set N = {w: there exist t with (w, t) E I‘( I) and LY E .c4( 0, I) n Q’ 
,. A 
such that h(a), # h(n),(w)} is P,,-null. Further, N + h(a), is obviously continuous. 
Hence if LY E &( 0, I), on the one hand i(a), = 17(a), PI,-a.s. on {t E r(l)}, on the 
1 
other hand 1r(cy), is the limit of h(c~,,), on B, = N’n {t E Z’(I)} for any sequence 
CX,, E .YI( 0, I) nQ’ going to CY. Since /I( cu,,) and h(a) are deterministic and since 
P,(B,) > 0 obtains from Corollary 5.6 and P,,(N) = 0 for t E J(I), we deduce that 
I~((Y),=~~((Y),(w) for all WEB,, tE3(1), cu~.d(0, I). 
Now we can write A(I) = (0) u (U,, ,,) (t,,-, , t,,]), where (t,,) is an increasing 
(possibly stationary) sequence with t,,=O. Since f,,( B,,,)> 0 we can pick a point 
u,~ E B,,, for each n. What precedes shows that for all cy E &( 8, 1) and t E [t,,_, , t,,], 
h’(n),= l-H(ah+ 1 m4,,bi)-m,, ,(w,)l 
I. I’ ,2-l 
A A 
-th(a),(w,,)-h(cu),,, (@,,I 
It remains to set for t,,_, 2s t s I,, : 
c,= 2 [c~(~,)-~,l’,(~,)l+~:~~,,)-~~, (%), 
I- I_ I,_ I 
a, = a,,+ C [A,l’(w,)-A: ,bJl+&b~,)-A;~ ,(wn), 
I_ I- ,I_, 
F(dt x dx) = F,,(dx)e,,(dt)+ C V’ (w, ; dt x dx)l,,,, ,,,,,, (t). 
,I -I 
(Remark: by Lemma 7.9 below, these do not depend in fact on the choice of w, in 
4;) q 
7.2. A “L&y- Khintchine” type .formula 
The formula (7.3) for any fixed t E A( I), and when N runs through &( 0, I), looks 
very much like Levy-Khintchine’s formula, and likewise the left-hand side com- 
pletely characterizes the terms a,, c,, F([O, t] x ): proving this property is the main 
aim of this subsection. Besides its own interest, it will prove crucial later on. 
For simplicity, we slightly change our notation, by setting: 
7.6. Definition. 9 (0, I) denotes the set of all triplets (a, c, F), with 
l ~=(a’),, , with a’rR and a”=O; 
l c = (c’“)~ ,),-, is a nonnegative symmetric matrix, with cHi = 0; . . 
l F is a positive measure on [ -1, CC)‘, with F({O}) = 0, and F(x: xn # 0) = 0, and 
~(lxl’r, lxl)F(dx)<a. 
If I’= I\(0), one could indeed consider only (a<),,,., (c~“)~,~~,,, and the “mar- 
ginal” of F on [-1, Cc)“, which would entirely determine (a, c, F). We use the above 
definition to have notation homogeneous to (7.3), and also because we will further 
compare triplets associated with different 0’s in the same set 1. 
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7.7. Definition. ??(O, I) denotes the set of all functions g: .ol(B, I)+[w having the 
following form, for some triplet (a, c, F) E 9 (0, I): 
g(N)= 1 ai(a’+;c’4)-; 1 cyi,“ci’l 
is 1 i.T I 
+ 1 cu’x’+l- 11 (1+x’)” 
I 
(7.8) 
<,_ I <, I 
(Recall O”= 1. In view of (7.6), this formula makes sense.) Here is the main result: 
Taking y = 0 in (a) below shows that the function g E !2 (0, I) does indeed characterize 
the triplet (a, c, F). 
7.9. Lemma. Let g E Yl( 0, I), y E [w and g’(a) = g(a) + y. Then the triple/ (u, c, F) E 
9( ~9, I) associated with g in (7.8) and the number y are completel~~ determined in each 
one qf the ,following cases: 
(a) g’(a) is known ,for all N t &( 0, I), and y is known. 
(b) There is a p E I .sucb that g’(n) is known ,for all a E .F$( 8, I) with CY” > 0, and 
that F(x: x” = -1) = 0. 
Proof. To simplify the notation we set h = (h’),,-, with b’ = ar + $cii. 
(i) Let Jc I’:= I\{@}. We set b., = (hi)<, .,, c,, = (c”‘)~,,~~ _,, and we define a posi- 
tive measure F, on (-1, CO)-’ satisfying F,({O}) =0 and 5 F,(dx)(lxl’r\ 1x1) <x, by 
putting 
F’,(A) = F([-1, a?)“.’ x (A\{O})) for A Bore1 in (-1, m)-‘. 
We also set %, = {p = (PC)<< ,,: p’ > 0, xi< ,, pi < 1). There is a neighbourhood r:, 
of 0 in I& such that 3: = (j3: p + .sfi E .%I, t/s E [-1, 11) is nonempty whenever 6 E ‘I):,. 
Moreover with p E S_, we associate cy E &( 0, I) by setting ai = /3’ if 5~ J, CY~ = 0 if 
<E I’\J, LU” = 1 -I,, J PC. Then, since b” = cni = 0 and F(x” # 0) = 0, the number 
g;(P) = g’(a) equals 
g:,(P)=y+P. b,-$.c_,./3+ p.x+l- n (1+x’)” 
<. .I 1 
where A,={xE[-~,co)‘:x’>-1 for all {EJ}. 
Now,wefix6~L~,.Forall~~~~,x~(-l,~)~’wecanset 
1 
mP)=s:(P)-i g:(P + ~6) ds, ~, 
(7.10) 
1 6’ log( 1 +xi) 
I/ 
1 6Clog(l+x+l l,,;, 
I 
,<Y’ log, I r \‘)+o,. 
it J <-I 
Then in view of (7.10), a simple computation shows that 
e;(p) = is. c, . 6-t F,(dx)k;(x) n (1-t~~)~‘. (7.11) 
ii .I 
Let F.i be the image (on R’) of F’, by the map: x= (xi)<<~_, + (log(l +xi))<,.,. 
Then F,({O}) = 0~ FI,{O}) = 0, so knowing F; amounts to knowing F,. Finally, we 
define a positive measure on RJ by G:(dx) = ,$6. c_, . 6)FJdx)t F(,(dx)E:(x), where 
k3(x)=sh(6..\-)/6.x-l (with O/0=1), so that by (7.11) we get 
(7.12) 
(ii) Let again J c I’, J f v), and suppose that 
g’(a) is known for all cy E a( 0, I) such that my< > 0 
(resp. ffc = 0) for <E J (resp. 5 E I’\J). (7.13) 
Then clearly g,$ is known on 9,. So if 6 E ‘I:,, 0: is known on the nonempty open 
subset 9: of RJ. Hence the measure G:, and thus 6. c,. 6 and F(,(dx)KT(x) are 
determined as well, by (7.8): letting 6 run through Y, we thus deduce c,, and the 
restriction of F’, to UcTF, i, {KY > 0) = R’\(O). Since Fi,({O}) = 0, we deduce F.,. 
Furthermore if we examine (7.10), we deduce from what precedes that the 
of the first, second and last terms in the right-hand side are also known. This 
being affine in p, we can summarize by 
sum 
sum 
F(dx)x’ are known. 
ii .I 
(7.14) 
(iii) Now, consider the problem at hand. In case (a) (resp. (b)), (7.13) and a 
fortiori (7.14) hold for all Jc I’ with J #B (resp. with p r J). We will deduce the 
knowledge of y, h, c, F in several steps. 
(1) c being entirely determined by cl, (recall cHC = 0), it is known. 
(2) To simplify we set B., = (A,,)‘. In case (a) we know 7, hence also F( B,,) for 
all J c I’, J # @. In case (b), F( B{,,,) = 0 by hypothesis, hence y and thus also F( B,,) 
for J c I’, p E J, are known by (7.14). Further let J c I’, / = fl, p ~6 J, and J’= J u {p}; 
then B,,, = B., u B,,,, and F( B,,,) = F( B,,). So in both cases, we know y and all F( B.,)‘s. 
(3) jB,;, F(dx)x< = -F(Bol): then b’ is known for all &‘E I’ by (7.14) and (2); 
since bH =O, b is known. 
(4) We know FJ for Jc I’ and / #fl (resp. and PEJ) in case (a) (resp. (b)). 
Then suppose (b), and let J # fl, J c I’, p P J, and put J’= J u {p}. If A is a Bore1 
subset of (-1, a).‘\(O), we have (with obvious notation; use F(x” = -1) = 0): 
F,(A)= F([-1,co)“-“x(-1,co)‘“‘xA)=~,~((-1,a3)~”~~A). 
In other words, we indeed know F, for all Jc I’, J#& in both cases. 
(5) Next we define ,f:’ = F({O}‘“‘x C-1)““’ x C) for all J c I’ and all C in the 
class (e, of all Bore1 subsets of (-1, w)~. Set ‘6!, = {C E ‘%., : C at a positive distance 
of the origin}. Observe that the knowledge of (,j’:‘: C E %‘I,) implies the knowledge 
of(f::CE%.,). 
,f:; = F,,(C) for C E %i, is known. Suppose that the ,f:‘ are known for all J c 1’ 
with IJ] 2 n for some n c ]I’]. Let Jc I’ with lJI= n-12 1 and Cr %i,. Then 
C(L)=(-l,c~)~xc belongs to %Li,., for Lc l’\J, and 
.r:.= F,(C)- c .r’,l’,:‘, 
I CI’\.I.L#Il 
where everything is finite. So in view of (4) an induction shows that j’: is known 
for all J c I’, J # @, and C E %.,, which clearly determines the measure F, except for 
the value u = F({O}“” x (-I}“). 
But, if we go back to (7.8), and use all the previous results, we see that in the 
right-hand side giving g(a) = g’( Q.) - y, all terms are known, except the last integral 
on the set (0)““~{-l}“, and this integral equals (YOU: hence u is also known, and 
we are finished. 0 
It is now natural to address the following question: Let g E %(0, I) and p E I, 
p f 0. Does there exist a g’E 9(p, I) such that g’=g on .&!(0, I)n&(p, I). We 
answer this question in the next lemma. 
7.15. Lemma. LetO,p~l. Let (a,~, F)t.B(B,l) and (a’,~‘, F’)~2(p,l). Thefunc- 
tions g and g’ associated with these two triplets by (7.8) coincide on .x2( 0, I) n &(p, I) 
if und only $we have: 
F’(x” zz -1) z u”, 
ai<+ 1 F’(dx)x( = ui - a” + (x “_ ,) I F(dx)( 1 + x’), { \I’ ~-1) 
” cfiT = civ _ (J’i _ pa + cl’l’, 
F’(An{x”>-1})= F(dx)(l+x”)l,,[((xi-x”)/(l+x”))i~~,]. 
(7.16) 
Proof. Let I’= I\{p}, and N E &((I, I) n ,&(p, 1). Since (Y” = 1 -Crc ,’ cri, (7.8) writ- 
ten for g(a) yields 
g(N)=~Ni(u~_~~‘+~(cI”_r”“))+u”+~ci’i’+CNi(C/~II_(i’L.)_~CIJIJ 
I’ 
F(dx)C cu’(l+x’) 
(Y”_ -1) I’ 
+ 
In other words, g(a) = g(cu) + 7, where g is the function associated with (6, C, F) E 
.S!(p, 1) by (7.8), and where r = a” and 
F(A)= F(dx)(l+x”)I,,[((x’-x”)/(l+x”)),,J. 
I 
(One easily checks that (a, c, F) indeed belongs to ~?(p, I).) A similar computation 
shows that for LY E &!( 0, I) n .d(p, I), g’(a) = $(a) + r’, where g’ is associated with 
a triplet (a’, 3, F’) E 9(p, I), and where 
a” = .I< + 
I 
F’( dx)x’, C’ = cl, 
(\li~~l) 
F’(dx) = F’(dx)l{,o _,{, j?‘= F’(xH zz -1). 
Finally F(x” = -1) = F’(xN = -1) =O, and (7.16) is equivalent to r= 7’ and 
(a, C, F) = (a’, C’, F’): hence Lemma 7.9(b) implies the result. 0 
7.17. Lemma. Let J c I with 0 E J, and let (a, c, F) E 9 (0, I). There is a unique triplet 
(a’, cl, F’) E ,C?(t?, J) such that the,functions g and g’ associated with these two triplets 
by (7.8) coincide on .ti( 0, J) (observe that zZ(0, J) c 4( 8, I)), and it is giuen bj* 
a’< = Q’ fbr c E J, c’<” I cc” ,fi,r &‘, 7 E J, 
F’(A) = F([-1, co)“.’ 
(7.18) 
x(A\{O})) ,foral/BorelsubsetA~[-l,m).‘. 
Proof. (7.18) obviously defines a triplet (a’, c’, F’) E :2(0, J), and that g’=g on 
,zZ(0, J) is trivial. Uniqueness follows from Lemma 7.9(a). 0 
Finally, we end this section with some estimates on the function g in terms of 
the triplet (a, C, F). 
7.19. Lemma. (a) For every symmetric matrix c = (c”‘),,,~~ , and every cy t &‘, we have 
&, arc’i _ &q*, (Y~,“C’“~O. 
(b) Let CY E &‘;. There is a constant K(a) such that every symmetric matrix c = 
(c”)~,,,‘ , having cHi: = 0 V[ E I ,for some 0 E I satkfies 
c 
cy icsi _ 
c c~~c~“‘c’“s K(Q) C ccc. (7.20) 
<*- I i.nc 1 <c I
(c) Let (Y E ,&;. There are two constants K,(a) > K,(a) > 0 such that 
K,(cu)usg(a)s K,(cw)u (7.21) 
,fbr every triplet (a, c, F) E % (0, I) with ui z 0 for all c E I, where g( N ) is given bJ* 
(7.8) and 
u=;, [&+ci;+{ ,x’,‘n,x’,F(dx)]. (7.22) 
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Proof. (a) For LY E &, and for any function B: I + W we set 
H,,(B)= C n’B(i)‘-~<~, n’H(i))?=~~I(B’i-air’, 
< i I 
where pu,, is the probability measure on I defined by pL,,({ &‘}) = cub. Thus H,,(B) 2 0. 
Applying this to B(l) = Jc" and noticing that (~~“1 s B([)B(q), we get the result. 
(b) If H,,(B) =0 we have B is constant p<?-a.s.; so if N E .tii and B(0) = 0, 
H,,(B) = 0 implies B = 0. Thus the minimum of the continuous function H,, (. ) on 
the compact set {BE R’: B(B) = 0, I,,_, B([)‘=l} is K(cu)>O, and H,,(B)2 
K(a) Cc,, B(c)’ for every B having B( 0) = 0. Applying this to B(i) =v’c” gives 
(7.20). 
(c) We can write g( cr ) as 
where k(x) = Cg6, CW’X<+ I -[Ic,, (1 +x<)“‘. It is easy to obtain two constants 
C,(a)> C,(a)>0 with 
Then (7.21) readily follows from (7.22), (7.23), (7.20), with K,(a) = (Ai. I a’) A 
~K(cY)AC,(IY) and K,(a)=lflvC,(a). El 
8. Models generated by a PI1 
When the mode1 is generated by an extended PII (a stronger assumption than being 
H-deterministic, by Theorem 5.17), the Hellinger processes meet a more restrictive 
conditon than (A) of (7.2), namely: 
8.1. Condition (B). For all SZO there is a family R’(s)=(H(s, u)(), h(a, s)),,, ,, 
satisfying Condition (A), and such that: 
(i) Z(O)=% 
(ii) H(s,cu),,=l for all s>O. 
(iii) If h’(s,cu)=l-H(s,cu),,+h(s,cu),forall s, t, u~0with t+uEA,,(s) (associ- 
ated with h’(s, a) by (5.3)) we have h’(s, a),+,, = h’(s, N), + h’(s+ t, a),,. 
8.2. Theorem. If the model is generated by an extended PII, for every deterministic 
versions qf the He/linger processes h(a) the ,family R= (H(a),, h(cu)),,.,,, satisjes 
Condition (B). 
Proof. We continue on the proof of Theorem 5.17, to which we borrow all notation. 
First, if the time-changed model % satisfies (B), then g obviously satisfies (B) also. 
So we can assume that H( LY)(, = 1 and Xii = 0 identically, and h(a) = h’(a). 
For each SZO the model (0, .!%, (g,), (P(s),,)) is generated by an extended PII, 
namely x, and thus admits deterministic Hellinger processes, say h(s, a). First, 
(3.3) and (5.19) yield IE-k(cw))=E(-h(0, a)): this in turn yields A,, =11,,(O) and 
h(a) = h(0, a) on A,,, and up to changing h(0, a) outside A,, we can assume that 
h(a) = h(0, cr) everywhere. Second, (3.3) again and (5.20) yield for cy E S&i and 
I’= I\(B): 
E(-h(.s, a)),+,, 
= E,,,,,, 
C 
n {Z(s, e)fZ(s+t, 0,: 0 X(s)}“; 
<iI’ 1 
= EP,\I# 
[ 
I1 (Z(.% mxi ER,,,,<, II (2(.y+r, UY <* I’ I [ <r I’ I 
=E(-h(s,a)),E(-h(s+t, a!)),,, 
which gives h(s, ~l),+~, =h(s,cu),+h(s+r,cu),, if r+u~d,,(s): recalling that here 
h( .) = h’( .), we thus have (i), (ii) and (iii) of (B). Finally, that each X(s) satisfies 
(A) follows from Theorem 7.5. q 
It turns out that Condition (B) is indeed necessary and sufficient in the above. 
More precisely we have the following converse, which is one the main (and most 
difficult to prove) result of this paper. 
8.3. Theorem. !f‘Q~e.fumily F= (H(a),,, h(cu)),,.-,, g satisjies (B), there exists a model 
generated bqj an extended PII, which admits (H(a),,),,, ,, .for Hellinger transform at 
time 0 and h ( N ) ,for He/linger processes. 
This theorem will be proved in Section 9. Before going to this, we prove a “partial” 
converse to Theorem 5.17 (compare to Theorem 5.25). 
8.4. Theorem. Let ZV= (H(a),,, h(a)),,,-,~, be the ,f&mil?J of’ He/linger transforms at 
time 0 and qf deterministic Hellinger processes of an H-deterministic model. Then, 
provided that either 
(i) the model is binary, i.e. 0 has two points, or 
(ii) H(a),,> 0 and Ah(a) < 1 identica[ly,for a/I N E &Z; 
the ,family 27 is associated with (perhaps another) model which is generated by an 
extended PII. 0 
This result is a trivial consequence of Theorem 7.5, Theorem 8.3 and the following 
lemma. 
8.5. Lemma. Jf the,famil_v X satisjies (A) and either (i) or (ii) of Theorem 8.4, then 
it satisjies (B) as well. 
Proof. (a) Suppose that 2 satisfies (A). If %? is the family defined by N(a),,= 
H(a),,, h(a), =/r(a) ,AT,,. (see (5.3) for T,,), then 2 has (A), and it meets (B) iff %? 
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meets (B). Hence we can suppose that the original family 3Y satisfies h(a), = 
h(LY),,T,,. 
We define Z!(s) as follows: ,X(O) = R, and for s > 0 we set 
H(.% a)o= 1, h(s, a), = h(a),+, -h(o), (with OO-co=O). 
Then each X(s) satisfies (A.i, A.ii), and we have (B.i, B.ii, B.iii) (to prove (B.iii), 
one distinguishes the three cases s + t < T,, s < T,, s s + t, T,, c s, and it turns out 
to be true for all s, t, u 2 0). Observe that 
ifs 3 T,,, 
ifs < T,, 
(8.6) 
because h(a), = !~(a),.~;,. Hence it is obvious that the family R(s) satisfies (A.iii) 
fora118~I~9suchthats<T(I)(=T,,forcu~~~). 
(b) Suppose that 0 contains two points. Then T,, = T for all LY E .& If s z T then 
h’(s, a), = 0 for all cx E .E$ t 2 0, so (A.iii) is certainly met by X(s). Hence %?(iv(s) has 
(A) for all s, and (B) holds for 3Y. 
(c) In general it is not true that (A.iii) is met by R(s) for s 2 T(I), because then 
h’(s, a), = 0 for CI E .zz4;, while h’(s, a), > 0 is possible for some cz E &( 0, I)\&;. So 
we will assume (ii) of Theorem 8.4, which amounts to saying that A( 1) = [0, T(I)) 
for all Ig.9, and h(a),r(,,__=co for all CYE&‘, if T(l)<m. 
Let ~EIE$ and saT(1). For Jcl such that BEJ we denote by 
(a(J), c(J), F(J)) the triplet of .9 (0, J) associated with 3p, 0, J in (A.iii). Set also 
u(J)f=a(J)f+c(J):‘+ ]x4]‘/\~k’lF(J)([0, t]xdx). 
Then in view of (7.22), we have for t < T(J), a E .d(@, J): 
(8.7) 
Now h’(~~)~,,,_=co for all a~&‘,, so J={<: ~(I)$,,,_<cc} is strictly included 
in 1. Then (8.7) yields JI’(LY)~(,) <a~ for ar.d(B,J) and h’(a),,,,_=m for LYE 
&( 0, I)\&( 8, J). Hence T(K) = T(I) if K E 9 meets 0 E K c I and K n (I\J) f li), 
and T(J) > T( 1). If T(J) s s we can repeat the procedure with J instead of I. After 
a finite number of steps we finally end up in either one of the following two cases: 
(1) T(K)ssforall K~9withtI~KcI. 
(2) There is J E 9 with 0 E J c I, such that s < T(J) and T(K) s s for all K E 4 
with t3~Kc I and Kn(l\J)f@ 
In case (1) we have h’(s, a), =0 for all t >O, N E d(0, I), so i??(s) satisfies 
(A.iii) for 8, I. In case (2), and due to (8.6), X(s) satisfies (A.iii) for 0, J with 
(a,?,;) given by a,=a(J),+,-a(J),, b,=b(J),+,-h(J), and F([O,t]xdx)= 
F(J)((s, s + t] x dx). Further, h’(s, (Y), = 0 for all t 3 0 and CK E S( 0, I)\&(0, J). 
Hence we set 
q= 6: for<tJ, $7 - for 6, 7~ J, 
0 for[EI\J, ’ - otherwise, 
and we call F, the measure on [-1, m)’ such that F,(A x B) = l,,(O)F,(A) for A, B 
Bore1 subsets of [-1, m).’ and [-1, m)“.‘. Then obviously ,X(s) is associated with 
(a^, ?, El), relative to 0, I. 
Hence we have proved that (A.iii) is met by the family R(s) in all cases, and we 
are finished. 0 
Let us restate these facts, together with a “simplification” of Condition (A), for 
binary models. Suppose that 0 = { 0, [}; then the Hellinger processes are the He’(p), 
/3 E (0, 1) of (4.2). 
8.8. Condition (C). For all (Y = cyHc( p ), 0 < /? < 1, we have 
H(a),,= [I-(l+x)“]G(dx), 
I 
(8.9) 
h(a)=PA-$p(l-P)C+[@+l-(1+.x)‘]* v on&, (8.10) 
where 
l G is a positive measure on [-I,%) with G({O})=O, G([-1,~))s 1 and 
5 xG(dx) 5 0. 
l A (resp. C) is an increasing RCLL (resp. continuous) function: [w++ [0, ~1 with 
A,, = C,, = 0; 
l v is a positive measure on K!, x [-1, a) with v({t} x [-I, ~3)) 5 1 and lim,llo (1x1’ A 
IX]) * V, = 0; 
. AA, = - J xv({ t} x dx). 
8.11. Theorem. Assume that 0 = {Q, <} and let (H(a),,),,, _, be a family of numbers 
and (h(cy )),,, ~., be a fami!,, qf,functinns. There is an H-deterministic model having 
( H (cy ),,)rr i .,, ji/r Hellinger transforms at time 0 and h (a ) ,for Hellinger processes ( in 
which cake there is .such a model which is generated by an extended PII) if and only 
if we haue Condition (C). 
Proof. In view of Theorem 7.5, Theorem 8.4 and Theorem 8.5 it is enough to prove 
that (A)e(C). Assuming (A) and using the notation of (A.iii) for I = @ and 0, we 
readily obtain (C) by setting 
G(dx) = F({O} x (0)” x dx), v(dt xdx) = F(dt x(0}” xdx)l,,,,,,(t), 
A, = af- ai, C, = ci’. (8.12) 
Conversely, assume (C). Then all A,, coincide, so (A.i, A.ii) holds. We define a, 
C, F on A,, by inverting (8.12) and “completing” by 
Q:=c:“=c:“‘=O, F(A<, x (L-1, c~)\{Ol) x L-1, a)) = 0. (8.13) 
One readily checks that (A.iii) holds for 0. Using the compatibility Lemma 7.15 
yields (A.iii) for 5, and so (A) holds. 0 
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Finally, we end this section by exhibiting an example satisfying (A), but not (B). 
8.14. Counterexample. Let 0 = {1,2,3} and R = {( i,j): i,j = 1,2,3, i Zj}. We define 
the measure P, by 
P,(2,3)=P,(3,2)=0, P,(2,1)=P,(3,1)=& P,(1,2)=P,(1,3)=+, 
and P2, P3 are defined similarly by circular permutation. The filtration is: 9, = trivial 
a-field, for t < 1; 9, is generated by all sets {(i,,j), (j, i)} for 1 s t < 2, and 9, = m-field 
of all subsets, for t 3 2. A simple computation gives the Hellinger processes: 
if cy E .vI{+ then h(a) = I,,,,-), 
ifcu~~~,,,~thenh(a)=~l,,,,,+[1-~(2”’+2”’)]1,,,,,. 
(8.15) 
Hence the model is H-deterministic, and X/e= (H(cu),,, II(CY) _, meets (A) by 
Theorem 7.5. Suppose it meets (B) as well. Then h’(s, N ), = 0 if cy E &!:, and h’(s, (x), = 
[l -t(2”‘+2”‘)]1,,~,,.,,(t) if cy t .ti{,,,, and 1 G s < 2, hence d,,(s) = R,. Applying 
(A.iii) to H = 1, s = t = 1, we get a measure F = F({ 1) x .) on R3 with F(x’ # 0) = 0 
and 
;[I-;(2”+2’~“)]= F(dx)(px’+l-(1+x’)“) 
5 
for i = 2, 3, p E (0, 1). Then the ith marginal of F is i.z, ++F_,,~ and the support of 
F consists in the four points y, = (0, 1, l), y?= (0, 1, -:), y= (0, -& I), y4= 
(0, -1, -$). Set 6, = F({y,}). Now, for cy E .Ca;, 
h’(l,cu),=G,(cu’+cu~+1-2”‘+“~)+Fi2(a’-~~~+1-2”’ q 
+S~(Q,~_~(y’+1_2~r~~~r’)+~q(l_~(CY’+N~)_2~-(~’~(~~), 
which cannot be 0 for all cr’, CY’> 0 with CY’ + a’< 1, unless S, = 0 for all i. But 
6, + 6, = i, hence (B) is not true for the family R. 
9. Proof of Theorem 8.3 
We are given a family %Y = (Xe( cu),], h ( CU)),~,,,~ satisfying (B), and we wish to construct 
a model generated by an extended PII, having H(a),] for Hellinger transform at 
time 0 and II((Y) for Hellinger processes. The proof is rather long, and divided in 
many steps. However, the main idea is very simple: Starting with the terms (a, c, F) 
associated with X, 8, I in (A.iii) we construct a PII admitting these for characteristics; 
of course (a, c, F) depend on 0 in I, so there are compatibility problems; they also 
depend on I and are defined on A( I) only, so there are extension (in time and 
space) problems. 
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To begin, and exactly as in parts (a) of the proofs of Theorem 5.17 and Theorem 
8.4 and up to a change of time, we can and will assume that 
H(a),,= 1, h’(Q), = It(a), = h(Q),,\ I,,, Vcu E &, vt 2 0. (9.1) 
We call R(s), A,,(s), h’(s, cu) = h(s, cr) the terms introduced in (B). 
Step 1 
Let 0 E I E 4 be fixed. For all s 2 0 we denote by A,(s) the common value of A,,(s) 
for all a E .Pa;, and T,(s) =inf(t: tg d,(s)), and a:(s), c;(s), F:(s) the terms associ- 
ated with r(s), 0, I in (A.iii). Because of (9.1) and (B.ii), we have a:(.~),,= 0 and 
FY(s)({O} x [-1, co)‘) = 0. 
We define a sequence (I;,) by induction: rg = 0, and 
r,, if n 2 1, r,,_, < r,,, and d,(r,,_,) = [0, T,(r,,_,)), 
I;,+1 = 
1 r,, + T, (1;? 1 otherwise. 
Then we put T, = lim,,? r,, and A, = [0, T,). 
9.2. Definition. Suppose that for each s 20 we are given numbers g(s), for all 
t E A,(s). We associate a function (g,: t E d(O, I)) as follows: If r,, s t < r,!+, we have 
d,(r,) = [0, T,(r,)] for all 0s is n, and we set 
g, = C g(r,),,,,~,,+g(r,,),~,,, 
o- 8. n 
(9.3) 
so g, is well defined for t E A,. If we do this for g(s), = a;(s), (resp. g(s), = c;(s),, 
resp.g(s),=l,,* F:(s),)),andsetA(B,Z), (resp. C’(0, Z),,resp. l[,* ~(e,Z),)=g,, 
we have obviously defined a family satisfying: 
l A( 19, I) = (A( 0, Z)i)i, , is a RCLL function: A, -rW’withA(fZ,Z),,=O,A(B,Z)“=O 
and each A(fl, I)’ nondecreasing; 
l C’(0, I) = (C(6), Z)iV)i,oc_, is a continuous function: .A, +[w’“’ with C(0, I),,= 0, 
C(0, I)‘? = C(0, Z).<, C(0, I)” = 0, and which is nondecreasing (for the strong 
order of symmetric matrices); 
l ~(0, I) is a positive measure on A, XR’ which charges only the set {(t, x): 
t>O,x”=O,x#O,xi~-1 for all IJ’EZ}, such that ~(0,Z)({tjxK?‘)~l and 
(I.ul’ A 1x1) * v( 0, I), <a, and 
AA(B,Z)$=- 
I 
xiv(H, Z)({t}xdx) iftEA,. (9.4) 
Let ~(0, I), = g, be given by (9.3), when g(s), is the number u = U:(S), associated 
with a:(s),, c:(s), and F:‘(s)([O, t] x .) by (7.22). Then 
~(0, I),= 1 [A(& Z):+C(@, Z):;i+(Ixi12~]x”i) * ~(0, Z),] (9.5) 
jtl 
ift~A,.Ifr,<T,=r,,+,<~forsomen,thenA,(r,)=[O,T,(r,))=[O,T,-r,,)and 
uy(r,)T,(r,,j~_ =cc (apply (7.21) and the fact that A,(r,,) = [0, T,(r,,)) implies 
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h’(r,,, (Y),,(~,,,- = cc for LI E ti’,. Then (9.3) yields ~(0, I),,_ = M. On the other hand, 
if A, (r,,) = [0, T, (r,)] we have Ah’( r,,, a), = 1 for t = T,( r,,); hence another applica- 
tion of (7.21) shows that u(r,), 2 l/K,(a) for a E &‘,. Then if T, > r, for all n and 
T, <CO, we again deduce from (9.3) that u( 0, I),,_ = ~0. Hence 
u(& 1) T(H,I)- = m if T(B, I)<a?. (9.6) 
9.7. Lemma. (a) !f’J E 9 contains I, then AJ c A,, and on A.,, 
A( 0, I)’ = A( 8, J)<, C(& I)‘, = C(0, J)“’ if<, 7~ I, 
(9.8) 
lA* v(B,I)=l ,A\(o)IxIw’ * v( 8, J) i’A is Bore1 in [w’. 
(b) We have nit, A(8, { 8,<}) = A,, and If a E .d( 0, I) we have on A,, n A, : 
Proof. (a) We will prove A., c A, and A( 0, I)’ = A( 0, J)’ on A., for 5 E I. Recall 
that A( 0, 1): = g, (resp. A( 0, J)f = g:) is defined on A, (resp. A,) by (9.3), through 
g(s), =a;(~), (resp. g’(s),=a_y(s),) and the sequence r,, (resp. r:,). Further the 
compatibility relations (7.18) imply g’(s), = g(s), if t E A,(s), while A.,(s)c A,(s) 
by Corollary 5.6. 
Now, (B.iii) yields 
tEA,(s) =+ A,(s)={t+u: u~A,(s+t)}, 
(9.10) 
t+uEA,(s) =+ g(s),+,,=g(.~),+g(s+t),,, 
and similarly for J and g’(s). Assume that we have proved that g = g’ on [0, s], and 
that r,, s s < r,,, , , r:, s s < r,,+, for some n,p. Then (9.10) and (9.3) imply that 
A,(s)=[O,r,,,,-s]or =[O,r,,+,-s)andthat g,+,,=g,+g(s),, if u~A,(s),aswell 
as similar relations for g’, J. Then A.,(s) c A,(s) yields rL+, s r,,,, , and the property 
g(s) =g’(s) on A,,(s) gives that g, = gi for all t= s+ u with u E A,,(s): then an 
induction shows that A, c A, and that g = g’ on A,. The proof of the other equalities 
in (9.8) is similar. 
(b) In view of (a) and of (9.5), we have A,cni. ,A(t3,{0,{}) and u(e,I)= 
c ji, u(0,{8, [}) on A,. Further, u(0,{0, <})<m on A(0,{0, 6)). Hence (9.6) clearly 
implies the first claim. 
Finally let cy E .~!(0, I) and t E A,, n A,. In view of (B.iii), h(a), = h’(a), = g, is 
given by (9.3), with g(s),/ = h’(s, a),,. From the definition of the terms in Definition 
9.2, we have a similar property with g: is the right-hand side of (9.9), and g’(s),, is 
the function associated with (a;(s),,, c:)(s)u, F:(s)([O, u] x .)) by (7.4), that is 
g’(s),, = h’(s, a),,. The equality (9.9) follows. U 
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9.11. Lemma. If 0, p, &‘, 7 E I, we have on the set A, : 
l~,~=~~,) * V( p, I) = A(0, I)“, 
A(p, l)i+x”l~,~~=_,I * v(p, I) 
(9.12) 
=A(& l+A(0, I)“+(l+~~)l~,i,_~,)* ~(0, I), 
C(p, I)@ = C(0, I)<7 - C(0, Iy’~-C(,, I)““+C(B, I)““, 
(l,l,,~~ .-II) * V(P> 1) 
=[(l+x”)l/J((x~ -x”)l(l+x”))<c~,ll* de, 1). 
(9.13) 
(9.14) 
(9.15) 
Proof. Observe that for constructing (A( 0, I), . .) and (A( p, I), . . ) we use the 
same sequence r,,. Hence it is enough to prove the compatibility relations for the 
triplets (a:(s), c:(s), F:(s)) and (a:(s), c’,‘(s), F:‘(s)). But the functions associated 
with these two triplets by (7.3) are both equal to h’(s, a) if cy E .~4(0, I) n *cP(p, I). 
Then the result follows from Lemma 7.15. 0 
Step 2 
Let again 0 E I E 9. Here we construct a PI1 on the time interval A,, with values in 
52 Ix’, whose law depends on 0. For this we define the functions E = (i”),,Ii, and 
6 = (&,i’C) I,R,rl,,llF , on A, = [0, T,), and also a positive measure v^ on A, as follows: 
~5~=C(e,I)ii-C(e,r)i’)+A(B,I)‘-A(8,1)~ 
+{X~-x”+k~~[((X~-X’J)/(l+X~)l(lii’f~,))P,t( ,I}* v(0, I), 
+&l’= C(fj I)“‘_ C(O #‘I’ - C(O, ,p + C(0, I)q'I', 
(9.16) 
> 
f* ~=.f[((X"--X5)/(1+Xi)l(\."~,~)i,~~ ,I* d&I), 
where k = ( kiV)&,,, , is a truncation function on [w’“‘. 
9.17. Lemma. Thereexistsa PII Y(0, I) = (Y(B, I)i-o)i.Tc, indexedby the timeinterval 
A,, having the characteristics (h(0, I), e( 0, I), ;(0, I)) dejined hy (9.16) (w.r.t. the 
truncation .function k). 
Proof. Clearly, f? is RCLL with finite variation with &,= 0 and C? is continuous 
with C?, = 0. It is then enough to prove the next three properties, for all t E A, : 
A@’ = I J ;({ t} x dx)k<“(x), (9.18) 
q{t}xR’“‘)s 1, ((X(‘Al)*c,<cC, (9.19) 
i R <TV,_, p’Tpi”‘~iq~i”” is nondecreasing VP’” E R. (9.20) 
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We have (9.4) and 6 is continuous, so (9.18) readily follows. The first claim in 
(9.19) is immediate, and for the second one it is enough to prove that [Ix”~(’ A l] * c, < 
cc for all <, p E I. This amounts to 
{[((X~-X”)/(1+x”))~A1]1(~~~+)}* V(0, I),<a3. (9.21) 
By hypothesis []x”l’ A Ix’ll] * V( 0, I), < 00. We easily deduce that in the integral 
(9.21), the part corresponding to x” 2 -1 is finite. On the set (-1 <xl’ < -$}, the 
integrand is smaller than 1, while l,,~. _,/I~ * V( 0, I), <a, hence the second part of 
the integral (9.21) is also finite, and (9.19) holds. 
Finally let us prove (9.20), in a rather indirect way. There exists a continuous 
i PII-martingale U = (U )<, , on &, such that (U’, U”) = C(0, I)<“. Set V”’ = 
CJ”- U”. Then (9.16) yields that (V”‘, Vi”‘)= (?5”,i”“, and (9.19) follows. q 
9.22. Lemma. Let 0 E I c J. Then ( Y( 8, J)i”)i,,c~, has thesame law than the restriction 
of Y(0, I) to the time interval A,. 
Proof. Let Y= (Y(0, J)“‘),,; ,. Since A., c A, by Lemma 9.7(a), we only have to 
prove that Y and Y(0, I) have the same characteristics on A,,. Using Lemma 9.7(a) 
again, this is trivial for the second and third ones, and it follows from an easy 
computation for the first one (one has to consider two truncation functions, on Iw’ 
and on rW-‘). 0 
Step 3 
Now we are ready for the construction of our complete extended PII. We take for 
R the canonical space of all functions X :[w++ ([wR)H*o whose components X”’ 
have 6 as an absorbing point, are RC, have X 5” = 0, and are LL on [0, Sn) where 
S”’ = inf( t: Xf” = 6). This space is endowed with the canonical filtration (3,) and 
the u-field s= V, 9,. 
Let us denote by THc the common value of T( 0, { 0, i}) and T(&‘, { 8, i}) (see Lemma 
9.7), and THH = 0~. Then Lemma 9.7(b) gives 
T,=l\ THi ifBEIE.9. 
ic I 
(9.23) 
Further, if t < T,,, A Tr,,, (9.23) yields t< T(5,{& i’, 7)) = T(& (0, b, T)), so 
f < Tt,< A T,, =+ t < To,. (9.24) 
9.25. Lemma. Let 0 E 0. There exists 
under which 
a (unique) probability measure P,, on (0, 9) 
(i) P,,(Si7 = THi. A THI)) = 1 jlor all i, 77 t I. 
(ii) For all I E 4 with 0 E I, the law of (Xi”),,, I restricted to the time interval A, 
is the law qf the process Y( 8, I) of Lemma 9.22. 
Moreover, X is an extended PII under PH. 
Proof. For every I E .a containing 0, we set the law of X(0, I) = 
(X!“: 5, n E I, t < T( 0, I)) to be the law of Y( 0, I). Then Lemma 9.22 implies that 
thelawsof(X(0, I)i’)i,~,~,~~~., and(X(B,J)“‘),,,. ,,,, onthetimeinterval[O, T, A T,) 
coincide. Hence in view of (9.23) we thus determine the law of (Xp: l, n E 0, t < 
T,,, A T,,,), which, together with (i), completely determines the measure P,,. Finally, 
since each Y(0, I) is a PII, the last claim is obvious. 0 
Step 4 
Here we derive a (perhaps well-known) result of integrability which is not especially 
related to statistical models. 
9.26. Lemma. Let U he a real-valued PII-supermartingale on some space 
(0, 9, (9,), P), with d U 2 - 1, and V = E( U) its DoleCans exponential. Then ,for all 
t E R, the.fami!l, ( V,),. , is un[f;rmi?~ integrable. 
Proof. Since the charcteristics of U are deterministic, CJ = M -A where A is a 
(deterministic) nondecreasing function, and M is a PII-local martingale. Moreover 
AUa-1 impliesAMa-l,andAU=-I ifAM=-1;hence 
V=E(V)=E(M)exp -A+ C AA, [I (l+AU,)/(l+AM,) 
<- > 5. 
(with O/0=0). Then 0~ VsE(M). 
Therefore it suffices to prove that lE( M) meets the claim, or equivalently we can 
assume that U itself is a local martingale. Then we can apply [3, VIII, 8.301: the 
process B(2, U)” of this theorem, which here is 
B(2, U): = (U’, u”), + Ixl’/( 1-t 1x1) * ZI:, 
(v ” is the Levy measure of U) is bounded for each r, because it is deterministic. 
Hence the local martingale V is a true martingale on each finite interval [0, r], and 
the result obtains. iI 
Step 5 
So far we have constructed a model (0, 9, ($,), (P#)) which is generated by an 
extended PII, namely X, and all the measures PH coincide on SC,, so H(a),,= 1. 
Here we will evaluate the Kunita decomposition (Z(0)“, T( 0)“) of P,, w.r.t. P,,. 
For this, we remark that both X”’ and X”H are semimartingales on the time interval 
[0, T,,,,), under PH and P,,, with jumps not smaller than -1 (since v( i; I) only charges 
A (4, I) x [ - 1, a)‘). Then the exponentials 
Z=lE(XH”), Z’ = E( X/j”) (9.27) 
have a version that is common to PH and P,s, and is well defined on [0, T,,,). Moreover 
Z2O,Z’>O. 
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9.28. Lemma. We have PH(Zi = 0) = 0 ,for t < T( ,,,. 
Proof. We use the notation (9.16), with I = {0, p}. Let t < TI),, = T,. Saying 2: = 0 
amounts to saying that there exists s s t with AX?” = -1, while by construction of 
P,, the measure C is the Levy measure of the process X( 0, I) of the proof of Lemma 
9.25, on [0, T,); hence 
whichequalsv(0, I)([O, t]~{(~~-~“)/(1+~“)1~,~~~~,~=-1})by(9.16).Butwehave 
1 (,‘J+~,~ * V( 8, I) = 0, hence the claim. 0 
9.29. Lemma. For all t< T ,,,,, AE 9, we have P,,(An{Z:>O}) = Ep,,(lAZ,). 
Proof. (a) It is enough to prove the claim for A =n,. ,. ,I A,, with A, = 
{X,, - X,, , E I?,}, where 0 = t,, <. < t,, = t < TH,, and each B, is a Bore1 subset of 
R (-I x (-I. 
For each i we consider the exponentials Z’ = E(X!“‘-X!‘f,, ,) and Z” = 
E(x?“-x,‘;,, , ), so that Z, = I],. ,_ ,, Z:, and ZI = ]] ,. ,_ ,, Z{:. Since X is an extended 
PII under both P,, and P,,, the term (A,, Z:, , Zi,‘) is independent form s,, ,, and we 
obtain 
P,,(An{Z:>O])= II P,,(An{Z:,‘>OI), 
I’ 8’ II 
&,,(~AZ,) = ]I E,:,( ~A,Z:,). 
I- I_ II 
Hence we only need showing that P,,[A, n {Z:: > 0}] = I?,,,,[ l,,Z:,]. Up to translating 
the time by -t, , , it is enough to prove that 
P,,[{X, E B] n {Z: > 011 = EP,~[~ (x,< RAI (9.30) 
for all t < T,,(,, B Bore1 subset of IQ”““. 
We can go further: indeed, (9.30) will follow if we prove 
&,[f((X?‘)<,,,~ I )l{z; .wl= &J.f((X%.rli ,)Zl (9.31) 
for f < T,,,,, I E 4 with 0, p E I, and f’ Bore1 on (R,T)‘x’. 
(b) Let t and I as above, and J={{rl: t<T,,c}={<EI: t<Tr,i> (see (9.24)). 
Due to (9.15), X7 = 6 ( PH + P,,)-a.s. if (i, 7) E I x l\J x J: therefore it is enough to 
prove (9.31) with J instead of I or, in other words, with I when f < T,. 
In this case, (X$V)5,7k_, belongs to R’“’ ( f,, + P,,)-a.s. So, we need only to prove 
(9.31) when t < T, and .f is 
.0x) = exp C uil_xi” cli’I E R. (9.32) 
i, 7, ~ I 
In the remainder of the proof, we fix I, t < T,, and a function ,f of the form (9.32). 
We will omit the mention of I, writing A(B), C(0), v(0), and T= T,. 
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(c) Let us compute the right-hand side of (9.31). The process X = (XCV)l,Vl, is 
a P,-PII on [0, 11 with characteristics t?, C?, 6 given by (9.16). U - V means that 
U - V is a P,,-local martingale on [0, T). 
We know that Ix”/ A lx”]‘* V( 0) <CO on [0, T,,,,), while A( 0)” =O, C(0)” = 0, 
li,~~fo) * V( 0) = 0. Hence (9.16) yields: 
X + _ 1 [AXP”-kH”(AX,)]+BH” 
,- 
-[x”” - kH”(ZC)] * ;+ $‘,’ = -A( 0)“. (9.33) 
Thus X”” . IS a P,-PII-supermartingale, with AX”” 2 -1, and Lemma 9.26 gives 
the family (Z,),. , is P,,-uniformly integrable. (9.34) 
Then consider the process W = Zf(x). Ito’s formula yields on [0, T), 
Since .f’ is bounded, (9.34) yields that W is a special semimartingale on [0, T). 
Then above the sum x,. can be replaced by the integral w.r.t. 6. Using (9.16), we 
then obtain on [0, T): 
W-W_.F, (9.35) 
where F is the (deterministic) function given by 
-A(B)“-A(o)” 
)““‘I 
-l-x”+C iuCq(x-x’J) * ~(0). 
i. ‘, 1 
(9.36) 
In (9.35), the process M = W - Wm . F is a local martingale on [0, T). But since 
F is deterministic and .f is bounded, we easily deduce from (9.34) that the family 
(M,),. ~ is P,,-uniformly integrable for all Y < T. Hence M is a P,,-martingale on 
[0, T), and if g(r) = Ep,,( W,) it follows from (9.35) that g(s) = 1 +j(: g(r-) dF,. Thus 
Ep,,( W,)=E(F), fors< T. (9.37) 
(d) Next we compute the left-hand side of (9.31). Let cp be a function of class 
CzonR,with p(O)= l,cp’(O) =O,and~(x)=Ofor~xl~~.Setalso V=x,. liJx~;~~=~,). 
Since Z’=E(X”“), we then have cp( V) = I{,, ,,). Hence the left-hand side of (9.31) 
is g’(t) = I?,,,,( W:), where W’=,f(x)cp( V). 
We will do a computation similar to (c). Here U - U’ means that U - U’ is a 
P,,-local martingale. Noticing that q( Vm) = 0 or 1, that cp’( VP) = 0 and that cp( V) = 
cp( Vm)( 1 -A V), and denoting by fi’, Cf, c, the terms defined by (9.16) with A(p), 
C(p), v(p), Ito’s formula gives 
+c 1 iui”AX:” - 1 - c im”‘k”‘(AX,) 
,= i. ‘, > i. v II 
on [0, T). Now, W’ is bounded, hence is a special semimartingale and we can 
replace the sum C,. above by the integral w.r.t. to c’. Then 
W’- W' . F’, 
where F’ is the (deterministic) function given by 
F’= 1 iUi”[C(p)ii-C(p)i~+A(p)i-A(p)~] 
i.? 
-4 c 
ui”ui’qqp)i”_ C(/p_ qpp + c(p)“q’] 
i,7Li’,v’ 
(9.38) 
- 1+ 1 iuiV(x’ -,u”) * v(p). (9.39) 
Z.? 
Since 1 W’I s 1, the same argument than in (c) allows to deduce from (9.38) that 
g’(s)=l+j,:g’(r-)dF:, hence 
E,,,( W:) = E( F’), for s < T. (9.40) 
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(e) In view of (9.37) and (9.40), it remains to prove that F = F’ on [0, T). Due 
to (9.36) and (9.39), this follows from a tedious, but elementary, computation based 
on (9.12)-(9.15). 0 
Step 6 
If we put Lemma 9.28 and Lemma 9.29 together, we get that a version of the relative 
density Z( 0)” = E(XH”) on [0, T,,,,). This allows to use the results of Section 3, in 
order to show that the Hellinger processes h(a) of the model (a, 3, (s,), (P,,)) 
coincide with h(a) on A,, : if this is so, Theorem 8.3 is proved. 
Let I E 4 and 6’ E I. From what precedes, a version of the process Y of (3.13) is 
Y = (X”‘),, ,. Then, with the notation (3.16), A”,‘=A(O, I)’ (see (9.33)), and we 
easily deduce from (9.16) that C v,iT = C( 0, 1)” and V’ = V( 0, I ), all these equalities 
being true on [0, T,). Hence if we compare (3.20) and (9.9), we observe that 
~(cY)=/~((Y) on A,, nd,. If morevoer a E&; we have A,, c A,, and we are 
finished. 0 
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